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Anand Niketan Maninagar is an independent co-educational K-12 day school providing students with a 

rigorous college-preparatory curriculum and a wealth of enrichment opportunities carefully designed 

to prepare students for lives of leadership, service, and personal fulfillment. It is a co-educational 

school affiliated to the Central	Board	of	Secondary	Education.	Having been functional since June,2009 

Anand Niketan Maninagar is a leading school in the Heritage City of Ahmedabad, offering excellent 

education in a splendid campus. It started with a humble beginning with 42 students and now we can 

that Anand Niketan Maninagar has strength of 1600+ students. 

Anand Niketan Maninagar founded under the aegis of the Prestigious Anand Niketan Group of Schools 

was established in 2009, by Chairman Shri	Kamal	Mangal and Trustee ShriAmit	Shah, Anand Niketan 

Maninagar aims at creating an environment which sows the seeds of curiosity in every child. This seed 

of curiosity keeps the children on their toes in their quest for knowledge, throughout their lives.Our 

eminent visionary and Director Ms.	 Harpreet	 Shah aimed at creating world class Educational 

Institution that caters to International Standards. Her desire to provide high quality education with 

facilities confirming to the International Standards helped to create this unique and wonderful 

institution. The school housing the CBSE pattern has classes of Grade X and XII taking up the CBSE 

curriculum.

Life in Anand Niketan Maninagar centers on a shared commitment to academic excellence, intellectual 

growth, arts, athletics, and high standards of ethical awareness, sportsmanship, and community 

service. Depth and variety are added to each student's life by the school's traditions and accessibility to 

a broad curriculum. It is divided aesthetically and thematicallyinto various blocks, designed for 

maximum convenience and utility of the students.

The school provides provision for all amenities and infrastructure. Striving continuously towards its 

objective of a balanced, well-rounded education for the student community, Anand Niketan Maninagar 

is definitely one of the best schools in the region.

 

PREFACE

The School with its team of educators headed by Shri Amit Shah, Trustee and Ms. Harpreet Shah , Director , 

has achieved remarkable achievements over the years . 

This book intents to reflect all the Herculean efforts  taken over the years which have helped the school to 

carve a niche for itself. We shall also gain a  glimpse in the memories, milestones and the various possessions 

of the school   , since 2009 , besides  documenting the achievements . 

The collection of photographs unveiled , in this book are real  and have been clicked during the actual events. 

You can share your valuable suggestions and feedback  through the various  modes of  communication 

provided at the last page. 

Happiness	Quotient	of	Anand	Niketan	Maninagar,	Ahmedabad

· Anand Niketan Maninagar believes that productivity increases if the students are happy. It is 
extremely important to nurture happiness among the students. The Happiness Quotient of the 
school is visible among the students who love coming to school, every morning. 

 The Happiness Quotient of the school can be measured through feedback from children, regular 
attendance, positive referrals and sibling admissions.The upward graph of admissions is in itself a 
measure of the Happiness Quotient of the school. 

www.anandniketanmaninagar.org
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CHAIRMAN'S  DESK
 Children are similar to seeds and parents and teachers need to play the role of gardeners and 

not of potters. Our role is of nurturing the children, rather than moulding them. Competition generates 

fear and fear stops learning. We try to create an environment, where co-operation and joy of work are 

the key motivating factors. The aim behind starting Anand Niketan School was that quality education 

should be available at all levels and for all. It is my positive belief that all children have the qualities to be 

successful in life. Some of these qualities possessed by children are truthfulness, living in the present, 

love for all, not giving up in life, forgiveness, curiosity…Our duty is only to make sure that these qualities 

are not suppressed in the name of development, either at home or at school. Through my years of 

experience, I have come to believe, that schools play an important role in the academic development of 

the students. However, the parents play a major role, in nurturing them to be emotionally balanced 

personalities. So, I was and am of the firm opinion that today we need more schools for healthy 

parenting and teaching. Let us join hands together and create a better future for our children.

MESSAGE FROM 

Shri	Kamal	Mangal
Chairman
Anand Niketan Group of Schools

TRUSTEE'S  DESK
“	The	whole	purpose	of	education	is	to	turn	mirrors	into	windows."	-	Sydney	Harris

            I believe school plays a pivotal role in making people great, who in turn make a nation great. 

Schools educate and educare. They inculcate values that give meaning and strength to a person's 

character by occupying central place in his life. They embellish one's behavior with good qualities and 

prompt him to become, as said Albert Einstein "not a man of success, but rather a man of values."

             Children have hidden potential which the school identifies and encourages both in scholastic 

and co-scholastic fields. We have oriented our system of education to be in complete harmony with the 

current needs. SMART goal (Specific, Measurable, achievable, realistic and time bound) sums up our 

holistic approach to education. We have equipped the school with science, maths labs, smart class 

rooms and interactive smart boards. Our computer aided education makes learning both interesting 

and absorbing. Our focus is always on all round development.

            Teachers are sowers of seeds of learning in the receptive minds of the young. They are beacon 

lights and towers of strength. We have the very best of them who translate our vision of education into 

reality. They devote their time and energy with patience and warmth to inspire the students to excel in 

their goals; our results speak of their perseverance for attainment of excellence year after year.

"THE TEACHER WHO IS INDEED WISE DOES NOT BID YOU TO ENTER THE HOUSE OF HIS WISDOM BUT 

RATHER LEADS YOU TO THE THRESHOLD OF YOUR MIND.” -Kahlil Gibran

MESSAGE FROM 

Shri	Amit	Shah
Managing Trustee 
Anand Niketan 
Maninagar Campus
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DIRECTOR'S  DESK
“If	you	are	planning	for	a	year,	sow	rice;	If	you	are	planning	for	a	decade,	plant	trees;	If	you	are	

planning	for	a	lifetime,	educate	people”-	Chinese	Proverb					                           

 Anand Niketan Maninagar has been founded under the aegis of the Prestigious Anand Niketan 

Group of schools. With God's blessings our school is growing year by year. The vision to see our Anand 

Niketanites Higher, Stronger and Brighter is getting realistic as our children are growing socially, 

morally, spiritually and academically. We aim to create confident and ethical citizens who will value 

excellence, think independently, respect themselves and others. 

  I feel proud to announce that Anand Niketan Maninagar has not left any stone unturned and 

contributed steadily to add to its list of achievements in academic as well as co-curricular activities. The 
th

school has received CBSE affiliation for XII  Science and Commerce streams.

          The years 2009-2017 proved to be Milestones for Anand Niketan Maninagar. The school entered 

into Guinness World Record for holding the largest Potluck Party on 2oth November,2016.In the current 

techno revolution, values of life are vanishing. Hence, the school has a moral responsibility to imbibe & 

preserve moral values in Gen Next. Make a wish is one such endeavor. This year the school was awarded 

for value education. Anand Niketan Maninagar was a proud recipient of Excellence Award in Vedic 

Education by Center for Excellence in Education (CEE). We also received National Education Excellence 

award by Hon’ble Minister of HRD, Prof. (Dr.) Ram Shankar Katheria.

 Besides, Our talented students have added feathers to our caps by winning district & state level 

tournaments of karate. Anand Niketan Maninagar had the maximum number of winners in "Make your 

Mother Smile " letter writing competition  conducted by Yuva Unstoppable. We are proud of our Eight 

winners who got the opportunity to meet Mr. Mahesh Bhatt in Mumbai.

 Anand Niketan Maninagar team continues to surge ahead with the unflinching support of 

students & parents.

MESSAGE FROM 

	 Each	 issue	 of	 our	 school	 magazine	 is	 a	 milestone	 that	 marks	 our	 growth,	 unfolds	 our	

imaginations,	and	gives	life	to	our	thoughts	and	aspirations.	It	unleashes	a	wide	spectrum	of	creative	

skills	ranging	from	writing	to	editing	and	even	in	designing	the	magazine.	I	congratulate	the	entire	

editorial	team	for	their	hard	work	and	dedication	in	making	this	dream	come	true.	

	 The	world	today	has	cut-throat	competition	and	Anand	Niketanites		are	well	prepared	for	the	

same.	I	believe	that	with	the	changing	times,	the	teacher-student	relationship	has	taken	over	a	new	

dimension.	It	is	a	relationship	where	the	mind	is	without	fear	and	both	can	share	an	understanding.	

Seeing	young	people	all	around	me,	sensing	their	hopes	and	aspiration	and	being	aware	of	their	

triumphs	and	joys,	I	look	back	at	the	last	year	with	fond	memories.	It	was	a	year	of	achievements	and	

victories,	of	facing	new	challenges	and	reaching	greater	heights.		

	 Life	is	all	about	choosing	something	over	the	other.	Caught	in	this	never	ending	web	of	our	life	

we	are	all	concerned	about	social	and	national	issues.	As	our	students	cope	with	personal	goals,	I	

observe	with	pride	that	Anand	Niketanites		continue	to	make	a	mark	for	themselves	as	they	break	all	

stereotypes.	From	the	perils	of	fanaticism,	to	the	effects	of	 	global	warming,	from	social	issues	to	

political	ones,	from	the	determination	to	have	a	vibrant	personality	and	a	successful	career,	our	

students	are	concerned	about	all	this	and	more.		

		 I	 am	 really	 very	 excited	 about	 the	 future	 before	 us	 and	 	 visualize	Anand	Niketanites	 as	

significant	contributors	to	our	society	and	as	individuals	for	whom	Learning	Never	Stops	.

Ms.Harpreet	Shah
Director
Anand Niketan 
Maninagar Campus

“With their tender feet, they move along the dreams are infinite and the paths are long . 
They are always eager to get somewhere its Anand Niketan Maninagar  which leads them there”

 

Ms.	Shilpa	Shah
Principal
Anand Niketan
Maninagar Campus

TEAM  LEADERS
MESSAGE FROM 
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THE	SCHOOL	MISSION	STATEMENT
Anand Niketan Maninagar in its pursuit of holistic education inspires and fosters a community of 
students who are caring, progressive, lifelong learners. It pledges to prepare each student for academic, 
social and personal success.It encourages everyone to excel and strive for the highest possible standards 
of achievement and behaviour in a stimulating environment. Anand Niketan also encourages everyone 
to excel by striving for the highest possible standards of achievement and behaviour in a stimulating 
environment. It also enables everyone to be proud of their achievements by encouraging everyone to do 
their very best. It also tries to develop a love for learning inspired by quality teaching.

OBJECTIVES	OF	THE	SCHOOL	VISION	ARE-
· To follow the ideals espoused in the Vision Statement and Motto of the school “ASPIRE TO 

ACHIEVE, LEARN TO EXCEL”
· Impart holistic learning and development through a wide variety of scholastic, non-scholastic 

endeavors to help students apply gained knowledge to real life situations.
· To discover the latent potentials in each child through individual attention and with 

opportunities to hone their full potential.
· Prioritizing a value-based and ethical outlook on life.
· Training students to imbibe cognitive, behavioral skills and leadership skills.
As per the ideals of the school the VISION statement is as follows:
· 
 “Our Vision is to create a school community where children 

participate, excel and are proud of their achievements” Which can be 
achieve by the 4R's:
v Realizing their dreams,
v Recognizing the potential in students,
v Rejoicing in their success,
v Returning Childhood's to Children.

MISSION AND VISION

VICE 
PRINCIPAL'S  DESK

“Value	Education…	Cherish,	Flourish	and	Nourish”
Education	what	a	huge	meaning	it	has	in	our	life,	but	sadly	the	meaning	is	reduced	to	the	fact	that	it	will	go	on	
to	become	our	source	of	bread	and	butter-	nothing	more	and	nothing	less.	Is	this	what	education	stands	for	in	
our	life?	Is	not	education	a	way	to	make	life	better?	I	believe	that	education	is	not	an	accessory	to	life	but	it	is	a	
necessity.
The	question	is;	what	truly	is	education?
In	my	opinion	education	is	the	vehicle	of	knowledge,	self-preservation	and	success.	Education	not	only	gives	us	
a	platform	to	succeed,	but	also	the	knowledge	of	social	conduct,	strength,	character	and	self-respect.	The	
greatest	gift	education	gives	us	is	the	knowledge	of	unconditional	love	and	a	set	of	values.
These	values	include	the	simple	difference	between	right	and	wrong,	a	belief	in	God,	the	importance	of	hard	
work	and	self-respect.	Education	is	a	continuous	learning	experience,	learning	from	people,	learning	from	
success	and	failures,	learning	from	leaders	and	followers	and	then	growing	up	to	be	the	person	we	are	meant	to	
be.
Value	based	education	is	a	threefold	development	of	any	individual	of	any	gender	and	age,	but	most	
importantle	of	a	child.	Education	tries	to	develop	three	aspects:	physique,	mentality	and	character.	Even	though	
physique	and	mentality	are	important,	they	are	menaces	without	the	third	because	character	is	the	greatest	of	
these.	Education	plays	a	huge	role	in	precisely	this	area.
“Know	thyself'	was	written	over	the	portals	of	the	antique	words.	Over	the	portal	of	the	new	world,	'Be	thyself'	
shall	be	written.”

Ratna	Majumdar
Vice	Principal
Anand	Niketan	
Maninagar

FROM 



ANAND NIKETAN MANINAGAR - SCHOOL PROFILE 

Anand Niketan Maninagar founded under the aegis of the Prestigious Anand Niketan Group of 

Schools was established in 2009, by Chairman Shri Kamal Mangal and Trustee Shri Amit Shah 

and Director Ms Harpreet Shah. Anand Niketan Maninagar aims at creating an environment 

which sows the seeds of curiosity in every child. This seed of curiosity keeps the children on their 

toes in their quest for knowledge, throughout their lives.Our eminent visionary and Director Ms. 

Harpreet Shah aimed at creating world class Educational Institution that caters to International 

Standards. . It started with a humble beginning with 42 students and now we can that Anand 

Niketan Maninagar has strength of 1600+ students.  

 Her desire to provide high quality education with facilities confirming to the International 

Standards helped to create this unique and wonderful institution. The school housing the CBSE 

pattern has classes of Grade X and XII taking up the CBSE curriculum. 

Anand Niketan Maninagar is an independent co-educational K-12 day school providing students 

with a rigorous college-preparatory curriculum and a wealth of enrichment opportunities 

carefully designed to prepare students for lives of leadership, service, and personal fulfillment. 

It is a co-educational school affiliated to the Central Board of Secondary Education. Having been 

functional since June,2009 Anand Niketan Maninagar is a leading school in the Heritage City of 

Ahmedabad, offering excellent education in a splendid campus. 

Life in Anand Niketan Maninagar centers on a shared commitment to academic excellence, 

intellectual growth, arts, athletics, and high standards of ethical awareness, sportsmanship, and 

community service. Depth and variety are added to each student's life by the school's traditions 

and accessibility to a broad curriculum. It is divided aesthetically and thematically into various 

blocks, designed for maximum convenience and utility of the students. 

The school provides provision for all amenities and infrastructure. Striving continuously towards 

its objective of a balanced, well-rounded education for the student community, Anand Niketan 

Maninagar is definitely one of the best schools in the region. 

The School with its team of educators headed by Shri Amit Shah, Trustee and Ms. Harpreet Shah, 

Director , has achieved remarkable achievements over the years . 

 Happiness Quotient of Anand Niketan Maninagar, Ahmedabad 

Anand Niketan Maninagar believes that productivity increases if the students are happy. It is 

extremely important to nurture happiness among the students. The Happiness Quotient of the 

school is visible among the students who love coming to school, every morning.  

 The Happiness Quotient of the school can be measured through feedback from children, 

regular attendance, positive referrals and sibling admissions.The upward graph of admissions is 

in itself a measure of the Happiness Quotient of the school. 

 



ANAND NIKETAN MANINAGAR : STATE OF THE ART INFRASTRUCTURE 

The building has a unique modern architecture. Set in the lush green, plot of land in a 

pollution-free environment with an ambience, which would be unparalleled. 

 Spacious Air-conditioned class-rooms with hygienic washrooms for Pre-Primary to 

Grade XII  

 State-of-the-art Music, Dance, Art and Craft Rooms 

 Audio-Visual Hall 

 Parent's Lounge Area 

 Well Ventilated Amphitheater 

 Special Activity Center 

 Resource Center 

 Digital library with access to reading on tablets  for Junior and Senior School students 

 Labs for General Science and Pure Sciences 

 Science park to practically demonstrate concepts 

 The school has ATAL Lab which is a startup hub for scientific innovation funded by NITI 

Aayog.  

 Well-equipped Computer Labs 

 Dining area with capacity of more than 350 students 

 Science Park 

 R.O. water facility 24hrs. 

 24x7 CCTV surveillance for the school campus and transport. Every school bus is under 

CCTV surveillance. (MONITORING THE ACTIVITIES OF STUDENTS AND STAFF) 

GREEN SCHOOL : ANAND NIKETAN MANINAGAR  

The school has fulfilled all the parameters of Green school sanitation rating by Central Board of 

Education and achieved a Green certificate. The school has also two rainwater harvesting plants, 

thereby promoting the recycling of water. 

SOLAR PANELS 

Anand Niketan Maninagar is in the pursuit of leaving green footprints on the globe. The school 

runs on electricity generated purely by 156 solar panels installed on the roof. 

TRANSPORT FACILITIES 

Has a Fleet of 30+ buses which are well equipped with fire safety and first aid equipments and 

monitored by CCTV cameras for the safety of students and staff members. 

SPORTS PLAY GROUND 

School has a large area for various indoor and outdoor activities. We have Cricket Ground, 

Basketball Court, Football Ground, volleyball ground, Skating rink and table tennis.  

 



Glimpses of Academic Achievements: 

No. Year Award Photo 

1. 2019 Ranked no.1 School in India for Co-

curricular and community service by 

Education today 

 

 

2. 2019 Fifth Best Day school of Gujarat and 

the Fifth Best Day school in 

Ahmedabad. Education World Awards 

2019 

 
3. 2019 Certified Fit India School in 

collaboration with Fit India Initiative 

 
4. 2019 Safe Educational Institute of the year 

by Secona Shield Awards 2019 

 



5. 2019 ASSOCHAM (ASSOCIATED CHAMBER OF 

COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY OF INDIA ,  

GOVT OF INDIA felicitated Anand 

Niketan Maninagar with the prestigious 

ASSOCHAM  

Education Excellence Awards 2019 for 

“School Serving Social Cause” 

 
6. 2019 Certified as Top Digital Learning School 

by Digital Learning (2019) 

 
7. 2019 Inauguration of ATAL Lab in 

collaboration with NITI Aayog by  

renowned scientist , Dr.B.S Munjal. 

 

8. 2019 Students,  of Anand Niketan  Maninagar 

Selected  to attend the Boot Camp by  

IDEATE for India – Creative Solutions 

Using Technology’ , a national challenge 

by National e Governance Division, 

Ministry of Electronics and Information 

Technology, Government of India and 

Intel India : Two students were selected 

in the nationals of IDEATE – Competition. 

It is worth mentioning that out of 3000 

participating students of the Western 

region, students of Anand Niketan 

Maninagar were selected.  

 

 



9. 2018 TIMES Education Ranking 2018 – 

Best Change Maker School Ahmedabad 

- 1st Position 

Best CSR Activity School in Ahmedabad 

- 1st Position 

Second Best CBSE school in Ahmedabad 

 
10. 2018 British Council  

International School Award 2018-21 

 
11. 2018 6th BEST SCHOOL of AHMEDABAD and  

8th BEST SCHOOL in GUJARAT by 

Education World India Schools Ranking 

2018-19 

 
12. 2018 Zysports Championship Trophy – Table 

Tennis 

 



13. 2018 National Level Finalist in CBSE Science 

exhibition 2018-19: The students 

represented the school in CBSE Regional 

and were selected as Finalists for 

National Level. Their automated spoon 

for Parkinsons patients and automated 

CPR belt were selected for the nationals 

 
14. 2018 Mathlathon national toppers (2018-19): In 2018-19, the students of Grade X excelled in 

Mahlathon  conducted by Math Buddy , Math Olympiad  national level online competition, with 

Ayush Modi and Kavish Gajjar scoring cent percent marks. 

 

15. 2017 9th BEST SCHOOL of AHMEDABAD and  

6th BEST SCHOOL in GUJARAT by 

Education World India Schools Ranking 

2017-18 

 
16. 2017 TIMES Education Icon 2017 – 

Best CBSE Board School 

Excellence In Education 

Green Campus 

CSR Activity 

Innovation in Teaching 

 

 
17. 2017 Special Prize for Korea –India 

Friendship Essay was awarded to Anand 

Niketan Maninagar by Korean Cultural 

Centre India Embassy of Republic of 

Korea 

 



18. 2016 First Prize for Korea –India Friendship 

Essay was awarded to Anand Niketan 

Maninagar by Korean Cultural Centre 

India Embassy of Republic of Korea 

 
19. 2016 Winner of Dell Champs 2016 : Anand  

Niketanites have constantly been  

national level winners of DELL 

competition , and the winning students 

received a cheque of Rs 1 lac and a 

DELL  P.C. 

 

 
20. 2016 ASSOCHAM - Best Educational 

Initiative/School Serving Social cause 

by Government of India subsidiary 

 
21. 2016 Outstanding Achievement Award in 

Spell Bell International  

 



22. 2016 Guinness Book of World Record 

achieved by Anand Niketan Maninagar 

for hosting the world’s largest potluck 

party 

 
23.   

 
24. 2015 Most Promising CBSE Affiliated School 

in Ahmedabad 

 
25. 2014 International School Award 2014-17 by 

British Council 

 



26. 2014 Most Trusted CBSE Affiliated Co-

educational Secondary and Primary 

School of the year  

 
27. 2013 Green School Sanitation Award given 

by CBSE  

 
28. 2012 Most Promising CBSE Affiliated School 

in Ahmedabad 

 
29. 2010 Best Ad Design in Education given by 

Divya Bhaskar 

 



 

 

 

100%  Board results : Since 2012, the school has produced 

100% results in Grade X and Grade XII. 

 

 

 

CSIR Innovation Award : Innovation at Anand Niketan Maninagar !!! 

Eshan Bhatta of Grade X of ANM was awarded the CSIR Innovation Award for School Children 

2019 on 26th September 2019 at Vigyan   Bhavan, New Delhi for his innovation titled “ Smart 

Feeding Spoon for Parkinson Patients” on the occasion of CSIR Foundation Day Celebration. The 

President of India , Shri Ram Nath Kovind was the Chief Guest for the function and the occasion 

was also graced by Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Hon’ble minister of Science and Technology, Earth 

Sciences and Health & Family welfare and Prof. K. VijayRaghavan , Principal Scientific Advisor to 

Government of India.  

  

 

 

 

 

CHILDREN INNOVATION FESTIVAL ORGANIZED BY GUSEC AND UNICEF : 

Atal Innovation Mission, NITI Aayog in collaboration with   Gujarat University Startup and 

Entrepreneurship Council (GUSEC),partnered with UNICEF organized the Children Innovation 

Festival (CIF) 2019- Project of Vidit Parikh, a grade IX student of Anand Niketan Maninagar , was 

among the top 30 ideas that will  be given incubation support including access to government 

grants, free co-working space, mentorship, cloud credits, networking access and other benefits 

through GUSEC and Gujarat University. 

 

 

 

 

 



INTERNATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM : 

No.   

1. Ms. Yasmein from Egypt and Ms. Nurul from Indonesia 

have joined Anand Niketan Maninagar as English 

Educators  under the teacher exchange programme. 

 
2. Intercultural Competence training by Ms Carolina, the 

Spanish trainer. 

 
3. Every year the school hosts International Students under 

the Students Exchange Program. Anand Niketan Maninagar 

is proud to host Rebecca, International student from USA, 

under the International Student Exchange Programme 

 

4. International exchange students for the academic year 

2018-19. Lukas Frederik from Germany and Sara Caffoni 

from Italy, were welcomed in the true Indian traditional 

style 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5.                                      International Students hosted by Anand Niketan Maninagar 

SARA CANALI FROM ITALY JIRAWATPINANTANAWAT 
FROM THAILAND

ROBERT RITCHER FORM 
GERMANY

TAKASHI FROM JAPAN

 
 

VISIT OF FOREIGN DELEGATES 

 

6. International Teacher exchange students : Stephen & 

Caroline swirling on the beats of Garba 

 
7. International Basketball coach Natalia from Portugal and 

Sanio D'Costa (Assistant Coach of Ahmedabad City) were 

at the Anand Niketan Maninagar Campus for a session 

with the students. 

 

 

8. The students had an opportunity to play Football with an 

international renowned coach Mr Jim James 

 



9. Mr. Petri Lounaskorpi CEO, DIDAACTEC Helsinki, Finland 

along with his wife Mrs. Marja Lounaskorpi (Consulting 

Teacher, Valteri-Sen Research Center, Helsinki, Finland) 

visited Anand Niketan Maninagar Campus. 

 

10. Ms Matylda , volunteer of AFS society , Poland. The 

European student exchange programme was elaborately 

discussed by her 

 

11. Russian visitors had visited the school campus to promote 

international student and teacher exchange programmes 

with Russia 

 

12. Mr. Stephen & Ms. Caroline, teaching assistants from U.K., 

under teacher exchange programme 

 



13. Yash Purohit secured 1st position among almost 12000 

participants from pan India in All India 4th Korea-India 

Friendship Essay Competition 2016.He was the only 

student from Gujarat who won 1st position in junior 

group.He was awarded a cash prize of Rs.25,000. Bhavesh 

Vasnani and Masum Dutt’s Essays were selected and they 

also received a cash price.  

 

 

National Students Exchange Programme:-British Co-Ed High School, Patiala : 

The Honourable Trustee Shri Amit Sir and Respected Director, Harpreet Mam , welcomed the students of , British 
Co-Ed High School, Patiala, Punjab who visited Anand Niketan Manianagar Campus and attended the classes in 
Grade VIII. They were accompanied by their educator, Ms. Deepika Bammi, who also took classes of 
Mathematics . As a part of Student Exchange Programme, the students , made superb efforts to understand 
Gujarati culture , along with its cuisine , customs and traditions. Each of the seven students of British Co-Ed High 
School , was hosted by proud Anand Niketanites, who were the students of Grade VIII and IX. 
 
The heritage walk , provided a glimpse of the rich heritage Ahmedabad city, to our exchange students. Besides 
visiting the grand Sardar Patel statue, the students also witnessed the spectacular International Kite Festival. A 
friendly match was organized between the exchange students and Anand Niketanites, which was won by the 
team of Anand Niketan Maninagar Campus. The students from Punjab , regaled in the festivities of Uttarayan. 
A rich exchange of Bhangra and Garba was visible during the Uttarayan celebration at Anand Niketan Maninagar 
Campus . 

 

  

 



No. Student Empowerment Program 
 

1. 

WORKSHOP ON CHILD RIGHTS BY UNICEF 

In association with UNICEF and Niti Aayog a community workshop on Sustainable Development Goals 

was organized for students of Class :  VIII and IX at Anand Niketan Maninagar . The workshop 

commenced with an interactive game through which the students learnt how each individual is 

interconnected with another one in the society. The workshop concentrated on the role of today’s 

children in creating a better society for the future. Students discussed the Sustainable Development 

Goals set by the United Nations. They were also made aware of the various child rights set by the UN 

such as the Right to Survival, Right to Participation, Right to Development and Right to Protection. 

2. 

ROAD SAFETY CAMPAIGN WORKSHOP 

Road Safety Workshop by Hyundai Motors India Foundation.The process of safety begins with not just 

drivers, but everybody taking responsibility for their individual actions on and off the roads. Under the 

Road Safety Campaign, a Road safety workshop was organized in collaboration with Hyundai Motor 

India Foundation. The workshop aimed to enhance awareness and understanding of Road Safety Rules, 

thereby helping in creating a safe and happy society where both drivers and pedestrians can enjoy a 

safe environment. . All the activities conducted were of great learning. The children enjoyed the 

program and were very active throughout the workshop. It was an interactive session conducted with 

the help of activities, animated videos, a power point presentation followed by a quiz. Traffic safety 

rules were taught to the children in an excellent way. Synghonium Podophyllum plant, which is a senu-

tropical plant was given to the students. This plant is an excellent air purifier. 

3. 

SAFETY WORKSHOP BY ANTI-TERRORIST SQUAD (ATS) 

Students of Class:  V visited Alpha One mall on 30th August 2019 to attend the Safety workshop 
Organized by Anti -Terrorist Squad (ATS). The students along with the employees of the mall were 
educated about the mock drill i.e. how a terrorist attack is handled by Anti- Terrorist Squad, it was 
conducted on the same day in the morning hours. Students were informed about the mock drill and 
building plan of such a critical situation in detail. The information was given by the Commando Head 
explaining the important points to be kept in mind while there is any terrorist attack in the mall. 
Students were also made aware about the safety tips to be followed during such situations e.g. to stay 
away from the shops- shutters while they are closed during terrorist attack, not to touch any unknown 
bag or any material and inform about that unknown material to the mall Manager immediately. Later, 
Students met with all the commandos. Through PETA INDIA, a foundation to create awareness, 
students were made aware about the pollution and garbage created by humans and its impact on the 
environment, animals and birds. At the end, students were very happy and thankful to all for the 
information given to them and also to the school for giving them opportunity to attend such an 
informative workshop. 

4. 

VOICE OF PEACE : A WORKSHOP FOR STUDENTS OF CLASS :  IX -XII 

Under the guidance of honourable Harpreet Ma'am, Director, Anand Niketan Maninagar Campus,the 
school in collaboration with AFS organized ‘ Voice of PEACE , an Interschool Peace building workshop’ 
on 26th August , Monday , for the students of Class :  IX to XII. The workshop covered imperative 
concepts like conflict transformation, critical thinking, global friendship, empathy, and respect and 
community engagement. The students learnt about three zones of life: Comfort zone, Stretch zone and 
Panic zone. The workshop also inspired students to become active listeners. Strategies to become 
active listeners were taught through worksheets and role plays. In a world where anger and violence 
are the most sought after solutions, PEACE is much needed to achieve the dream of One United World. 

5. 

INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE TRAINING BY MS CAROLINA 

"The goal of education is not to increase the amount of knowledge but to create the possibilities for a 
child to invent and discover” – Jean Piaget.With this goal in mind, honourable Harpreet Mam, Director, 
Anand Niketan Maninagar , collaborated with AFS to organize a workshop on “Intercultural 



Competence” for Class : X to Class :  XII. Ms Carolina, the Spanish trainer for the workshop, was 
extended a warm welcome by respectable Harpreet Mam. The informative session commenced with 
an interactive activity where students had to introspect and analyse two truths and a lie about 
themselves. Ms Carolina explained about cultural diversity, how it shapes our everyday lives, what is 
culture anyway? Which cultures do we encounter? And which cultures does each of us belong to? The 
students enthusiastically answered the questions and participated in the discussions. They shared their 
opinions about cultural diversity. The Anand Niketanites learnt about cultural tolerance. The one hour 
workshop culminated with a documentary video “HUMAN” which brilliantly depicted how the ways to 
express various feelings and emotions may differ from culture to culture but the inherent emotion 
remains the same and the world at large is bound by only one emotion and that is LOVE. 

6. 

WORKSHOP ON MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS 

Under the guidance of honourable Harpreet mam, Director , Anand Niketan Maninagar, a workshop on 

Mental Health Awareness was organised for the students of Class :  VII to Class :  XII . The workshop 

conducted by The Live Love Laugh Foundation (TLLLF) , run by Deepika Padukone, educated students 

about the signs and symptoms of stress, anxiety and depression . The students interacted and shared 

their fears and doubts. They understood that they should not be afraid of their feelings and instead , 

share them with the school counsellor. Tips and techniques on how to overcome anxiety and stress , 

were also discussed. 

7. 

HINDI LANGUAGE A WORKSHOP ON " COMMON ERRORS IN HINDI" 

With an aim to clear the basic grammatical structures and spellings of Hindi language a workshop on " 

Common Errors in Hindi" was conducted for Class :  IX and X . The students were informed about the 

common errors that they commit while writing Hindi language. This awareness would minimize spelling 

errors and improve the written work presentation, which would help students to score better. 

8. 

MOCK EVACUATION DRILL 

An evacuation drill involving students and teachers was conducted on 26th April 2019 ,to create 
awareness among the students about the ways to respond swiftly in times of emergency situations 
arising out of natural calamities. A group of teachers armed with necessary paraphernalia required for 
rescue operations positioned themselves at vantage points to guide and assist the students in the 
mock evacuation drill. The “evacuation” operation began moments after the alarm alerted the 
students. The students were immediately evacuated from their classrooms and asked to gather at the 
play area. The mock drill was carried out in the school to prepare the students and teachers for any 
such eventuality under the risk reduction programme. Once all had assembled on the ground, they 
were advised not to panic in case of any disaster. They were instructed to be with teachers at the time 
of disaster and follow the instructions given by them.  
Keeping all the safety measures, the entire school building was successfully cleared within a span of 5 
minutes.It was organized to check the readiness of the school to face any such emergency and also to 
make the students and staff aware about such kind of rescue operations. 

9. 

MOTIVATIONAL WORKSHOP :CLASS VI-XII    

With the guidance of Harpreet Mam, Director,Anand Niketan Maninagar, the school organised a 

Motivational programme for students of Class :  VI to Class :  XII .Mr. Maulin Pandya , a motivational 

guru , has been in the field of motivational training since seven years. Mr. Pandya inspired and 

motivated the students to realise and pursue their dreams with passion. It was a brilliant experience 

for the students. Some of them literally cried due to self-realization .It was not a motivation of 2 to 3 

days but the students were given motivation for their life time to achieve their desired goals .The 

session was an eye opening session as it made the students realise their duties towards their parents , 

teachers and how to live a fulfilling life. The realization ignited the zeal in them to achieve their 

excellence in all pursuits of life. 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.1911329305568191&type=3


10. 

INSPIRATIONAL WORKSHOP : 

No amount of badgering and persistence reminders from teachers and parents can motivate a student 

in the same way as self-motivation can. Under the guidance of honourable Harpreet Mam, Director, 

Anand Niketan Maninagar Campus, a fantastic, dynamic and inspirational workshop was conducted by 

Dr. Kiran Shah, for the students of Class :  VIII to XII. Through five mantras of success, the students were 

inspired to focus on their goals and keep away from distractions. They were motivated to develop 

healthy, target centered thinking. The seminar provided the much needed impetus to work hard and 

set the pace for the upcoming half yearly exams. 

11. 

IDEATE FOR INDIA – CREATIVE SOLUTIONS USING TECHNOLOGY’ 

The world is at the brink of the Fourth Industrial revolution and everything is becoming increasingly 

hyper-connected and smart. Young Innovators of Class :  VI to XII at Anand Niketan Maninagar 

participated in Ideate for India – creative solutions using technology’ , a National challenge by National 

e-Governance Division, Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, Government of India and 

Intel India .It is one of its kind of initiative to spread awareness and make the future citizens understand 

how they can participate and contribute in creating a better society. Young Innovators of ANM will now 

make a 90 second video sharing any problem around them and their scientific ideas to resolve it. The 

challenge aims to make the young students understand the importance of technology and give them a 

platform, where they can be innovation creators. 

12. 

SEX EDUCATION WORKSHOP 

As puberty begins and children start to become aware of their own sexuality they become very vulnerable to 

exploitation and the consequences of poor decision-making. Keeping this in mind, Anand Niketan Maninagar 

organised an interactive workshop on Sex Education and Awareness , which was conducted by our 

International Exchange students, Lukas from Germany and Sara from Italy. As the children become older, they 

inevitably learn about the physical and social aspects of sexuality and form their own attitudes and beliefs 

about sex and relationships. The Sex education workshop aimed to promote a balanced, healthy approach to a 

sensitive subject area which can sometimes attract strong, biased and inaccurate opinions. The workshop 

provided the young adults of Class:  XI, accurate and relevant information appropriate to their age, which 

would help them make informed choices about their relationships and sexual activity. 

13. 

FREE DENTAL CHECK-UP CAMP 

Anand Niketan Maninagar organized a free dental check-up and awareness camp in the school premises. A 

team of Specialist Dental Surgeons and para-medical staff carried out a comprehensive dental check-up of 

students from Pre –Primary to Class:  IX. The camp concluded today with a dental awareness talk, educating 

students about common dental ailments, especially stressing on tooth decay and gum diseases and measures 

to prevent from them. The students were told about proper brushing techniques, the eating patterns and food 

choices which cause tooth decay. The surgeons also highlighted about the possible formation of harmful acid 

which develops when bacteria (plaque) gets in contact with sugar in the mouth which ultimately results in 

tooth decay. 

14. 

VEDIC MATH WORKSHOP: CLASS :  VI  

A workshop was conducted on “VEDIC MATHEMATICS” for the students of Class:VI. This workshop was 

especially organized to enhance the skill of calculations more effectively and tactfully among the 

students, so that they can learn the VEDIC tricks easily and within a short period of time. In that 

informative workshop, students learnt about various quick calculation techniques which would be 

fruitful for them especially at the time of facing various competitive exams like International Math 

Olympiad etc. They learnt about the Multiplication of two digits 90’s series number which they can 

solve within few seconds with the help of Vedic Math as compared to the traditional method, which 

usually takes 4 to 5 minutes. Also they had learnt about the Multiplication of three digits 100’s series 

number in a faster manner. They also got an opportunity to learn the Division of any number with the 

denominator as 5 and without Dividing and getting the answer through Multiplication. The workshop 

was followed by a practice test consisting of 10 marks in which students were evaluated . 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.2179235682110884&type=3


15. EFFECT+ GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION 

WORKSHOP : A Global Citizenship Education 

Workshop, where students were guided how to be 

change maker and to be part of Sustainable Earth. 

The workshop was conducted by Ms. Sarita 

Badhwar, AFS trainer. The workshop was an 

interactive and interesting workshop teaching the 

students about Sustainable Development Goals, 

Global competence, Globalization, butterfly effect 

 
 

 

16. IRIS— NATIONAL SCIENCE FAIR 

Initiative for Research and Innovation in Science 

(IRIS) conducted a workshop for Grade VIII to Grade 

XII , and made the students aware about how a 

research is conducted . The scientific mind of the 

students was ignited by the details of the IRIS 

national Science Fair , which provides a platform for 

young innovators to get recognized at national and 

international science events.  

 

 

17. Menstrual Hygiene and Cyber Security 

The school conducted an awareness workshop on " 

Menstrual Hygiene " for the girls of Grade VI to XII 

and " Cyber Security" for all students of Grade VI to 

XII 

 
18. CYBER SECURITY : Dhruv Pandit, an alumnus of 

Anand Niketan Maninagar, who is a Cyber security 

mexpert and  works  with Gujarat Cybercrime cell, 

conducted a session to spread awareness 

among  students of Grade VIII-XlI about cyber 

strolling and cyber extortion.  

 
 

19. SELFIE CULTURE   

 The students of Grade IX H conducted an assembly 

on ' Selfie Culture' . The skit performed by the 

students reflected the differences between the 

mindsets of people of 1990s and the current 

Gennext. 

 



20. RECTIFICATION OF COMMON ERRORS—HINDI 

WORKSHOP: With an aim to clear the basic 

grammatical structures and spellings of Hindi 

language a workshop on " Common Errors in Hindi" 

was conducted for Grade IX and X . The students 

were informed about the common errors that they 

commit while writing Hindi language. 

 
21. GREY MATTERS( MATHS QUIZ) GRAD VII VIII 

Celebrating the birth anniversary of the great 

mathematician Dr. Srinivasa Ramanujan, an Inter- 

House Grey Matters (Mathematics Quiz) was 

conducted on 10th January,2019. The quiz 

competition assessed the mathematical skills, 

proficiency, accuracy and aptitude of the 24 finalists 

from grade VII-VIII 
 

22. STEMPEDIA WORKSHOP: . STEMpedia is the bridge 

between theory and hands-on learning, through its 

Learning Center which is a treasury housing a vast 

number of learning riches with lucid tutorials, 

exciting projects, engaging online courses and 

world-class products.We can say that it is the 

ultimate key to bring out the innovator within our 

children.  

23. SKILL DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP: A workshop on 

Skill Development was conducted on 3rd Oct'2018, 

in the school for the students of Gr. X to XII. The 

resource person was Prof. Padmanabha 

Ramanujam , Dean Academics , United World , 

School of Law, invited by the President of 

India,Pranab Mukherjee to write a book on the 

Governance of Higher Education Institutions. The 

Research culminated into a book ‘The President of 

India and the Governance of Higher Education 

Institutions.” 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Teacher Empowerment Program 

1. AWAKENED CITIZEN PROGRAM: Ramkrishna 

Mission New Delhi with collaboration with CBSE 

held a program for educators of CBSE School to 

provide value education and Mental health 

awareness among the students. Two educators 

from our school Ms Tasneem Birader and Ms Hina 

Rishi attended the workshop and gained the 

training for year 1 of Awakened Citizen Program, 

that is successfully implemented in the classroom. 
 

2. WORKSHOP ON FIRE SAFETY 

Accidents are uncertain and may occur at any time, any place and with anybody. It may cause large 
loss to lives and property. A few minutes of alertness of a person can prevent such accidents and loss. 
Fire is one such accident which can lead to major loss of lives and property. To prevent such accidents 
and to teach correct timely action, a ‘Fire-Fighting ‘workshop was organized at the school, for the 
entire teaching and non-teaching staff. The expert resource person divided the entire session into two 
parts. In the first introductory session, he explained the reasons of fire and basic knowledge about the 
kind of Fire extinguishers to be used for different kinds of fire. In the next session, the person 
demonstrated how to handle Extinguishers properly. In the practical session, the teaching and the non-
teaching staff tried their hands on fire extinguishers. This made everyone aware of and prepared them 
mentally and physically to fight fire exigencies if they ever occur within the school premises. 

3. EFFECT+ GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION WORKSHOP 

On the occasion of World Earth Day, under the guidance of Ms. Harpreet Shah, Director of Anand 

Niketan Maninagar School organized Effect+ - A Global Citizenship Education Workshop, where 

teachers were guided how to be change maker and to be part of Sustainable Earth. The workshop was 

conducted by Ms. Sarita Badhwar, AFS trainer. The workshop was an interactive and interesting 

workshop teaching the staff members about Sustainable Development Goals, Global competence, 

Globalization, butterfly effect. It helped teachers to see a wider perspective of everything and look 

things in a way they never would have fathomed. The workshop included interesting activities to 

understand the global problems better. They also discussed the Swedish schoolgirl climate activist 

Greta Ernman Thunberg who initiated school strikes for climate movements and was later followed by 

many who hadn't supported her once.  

4. EFFECTIVE COUNSELLING & NLP WORKSHOP 

All the educators of Anand Niketan Maninagar Campus attended a workshop on 13 steps to Counselling 

a Child for Effective Learning, and, the use of Neuro Linguistic Program in Counselling Children. The 

attendees learnt how NLP works and how negative thoughts, feelings, beliefs and behaviours can be 

broken down so that the child can respond in more positive ways. Case studies were provided to the 

educators, who then shared constructive views and solutions to the behavioral problems that they 

experience with students. 

5. ELT :- TEACHERS WORKSHOP 

Anand Niketan Maninagar believes in supplying the best education to the future of tomorrow, hence, 

a workshop on English Language Teaching (ELT) was organised in the school in collaboration with 

Cambridge University press for all the English educators. The underlying core objective and aim of this 

session was twofold: firstly to develop attitude towards language and language learning. 

Dr. Mithun Khandwala from Cambridge University Press conducted an interactive session to equip the 

teachers with varieties of Listening activities in teaching and learning English. The session also provided 



a good platform to address some academic challenges and strengthen the teachers in planning and 

visualizing lessons for the young learners in the school. 

6. MATH BUDDY WORKSHOP:Educators at Anand 

Niketan attended the core of an intensive training 

session and lesson planning exercise In order to 

internalize Math concepts and Learning. Math 

Buddy trained teachers have all the tools at their 

disposal to make their Math classes both 

conceptually strong and more engaging.   
7. ICL TEACHERS TRAINING WORKSHOP :The school 

organized Inter Culture Learning workshop  The 

workshop was conducted by Ms. Sarita Badhwar, 

AFS ICL trainer. The workshop enlightened teachers 

about cultures and their dimensions. The workshop 

helped teachers to direct the mind of young 

generation to widen the perspective to accept and 

respect other cultures.   

8. TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAMMES AT ANAND NIKETAN MANINAGAR 

It was a professionally fulfilling week for the educators at Anand Niketan Maninagar as they underwent 

extensive training programmes and workshops ranging from Nutrition Development and Building Up 

Resilience in Children to Soft Skill Development and Capacity Building among teachers in Classroom 

Management. To enhance the grooming etiquettes as well as the soft skill level of the teachers, a Soft 

Skill Workshop was organized by Ace Vision Pvt. Ltd. to inculcate the skills in their teaching strategies 

throughout their curriculum. The teachers were engaged in several activities like how to communicate 

effectively with the students in a beneficial way as well as how to present yourself in the prospect of 

Verbal as well as Non Verbal Communication. The educators also brushed up their skills on how to be 

aware of the problems of a particular child and show concern towards him / her affectionately. A two- 

day workshop on Capacity Building Programme on Classroom management was conducted by Central 

Board of Secondary Education ( CBSE ), Centre of Excellence , Ajmer on 16th & 17th November’ 18 at 

the Anand Niketan Maninagar , Hathijan campus. There were 73 participants in all from various schools 

of Ahmedabad and Rajasthan. The workshop was to empower the teachers to face one of the greatest 

challenges in their profession of managing students as well as have effective classroom teaching. The 

workshop effectively dealt with the purpose, importance and the factors affecting classroom 

management. The teachers were also made aware of the VARK learning styles, Bloom’s Taxonomy and 

Multiple Intelligence as well as the 3 C's and 5 P's of Classroom Management. Activities were conducted 

on discipline to enhance hands-on learning of the teachers. Some practical activities like managing the 

classroom effectively and tactfully was also taken into concern. In house trainings were also conducted 

for the teachers by the Heads of the Sport Department and academicians on how to develop good 

nutrition habits in children to building up resilience among children who have faced failures. 

  
 
 
 
 



Parent Empowerment Program 

1. Mom and Me- Grace N Glam : Mothers today are 

skilfully juggling on multiple fronts, be it personal or 

professional front, often leaving barely enough time for 

them that mandates them to make quick decisions to get 

ready. ANM organized the 'Grace N Glam' grooming 

'workshop for pre primary mothers that gave our mums 

an opportunity to learn trendy make up looks , hair styles 

and sari draping . 

 
2. Parents Workshop: An informative workshop was 

held for parents and students of Grade IX and X. The 

base line of the workshop was to help the parents 

understand the recent reforms of CBSE , as well as 

gain an insight on how to provide their children , the 

right career path. 

 
3. Parents Workshop:Class IX and X 

An informative workshop was held for parents and students of Class:  IX and X. The base line of the 

workshop was to help the parents understand the recent reforms of CBSE , as well as gain an insight on 

how to provide their children , the right career path. Choosing the field according to one’s interest and 

capability and then pursuing the same with conviction leads to success that is what was conveyed to 

the gathering. By illustrating live cases and thought provoking deliberations, the parameters that direct 

the career path of the students, were discussed in detail. The interactive session cleared the 

misconceptions of the eligibility criteria of the various entrance exams, that students appear in , after 

Class :  XII. The parents were enlightened about the various career avenues which are possible after 

Science and Commerce streams. 

4. GRANDPARENTS DAY (PRE-K-JP/RMN/HJ) 
Grandparents play an important role in the life of their grandchildren. They are the building blocks of 
a family and show their never ending love upon us. They have a wealth of knowledge, value and 
experience. Our Grandparents had a great time with their little fawns at ANM, celebrating 
Grandparents day. It was a fantastic feeling to have our young Grandparents at ANM. 

5. CAREER GUIDANCE SEMINAR 
Class :  IX – XII Career guidance plays a very important role in the lives of all individuals, as it helps in 
setting future goals and choosing the apt career. When students have a clear understanding of the 
best career choices for them, they tend to plan better and contribute to a more productive society for 
the future. A Career guidance seminar was held for students of Class :  IX-XII. The workshop taken by 
Mr Mohit Mangal, emphasized on the point that there are various opportunities that are now being 
availed by science students other than Medical and Engineering. The awareness regarding different 
competitive exams was created. The students also understood the importance of having a goal and 
the passion and hard work needed to achieve the desired goal. Informative booklets were given which 
contained information about various courses, the universities that offer those courses and the 
eligibility criteria of getting admission to those courses. The workshop ended by students and parents 
asking their queries regarding the choice of subjects. 

 

 



SPORTS ACHIEVEMENT 

2019 

No. Name Achievement Photo 

1 

Padmja Salvi  COE player 2018-19.  

 Gold Medal district level 
KHELMAHAKUMBH Karate(Kumite) 

 Silver Medal State level 
KHELMAHAKUMBH Karate(Kumite) 

 Selected for Selection camp for SGFI 
National Games.  

 

2 

Leisha Sindhi Leisha Sindhi has achieved gold in state 
level of Jeet-kune-do and will be going at 
national level on 23/12/2019. 
 

 

3 

Parv Naik For winning the Football tournament 

conducted by Kahaani Sports Academy. He 

achieved the Man of the Match and 

Runners- Up Sintex Cup Trophy in Under -

7 category 

 

4 

Misthi Kshatriya Received Yellow Belt by ` JAPAN SHITU-
RYU KARATE-DO KOHSHI KAI OF INDIA`. 

 

 



5 

Smay Shah Secured Two Gold medals in the Inter 

school Chess Tournament Held at Sports 

Club 

 

6 

Kavish Patel Secured 1st position in Under 8 category, 

Fast Skating Tournament held at 

Transstadia, Ahmedabad 

 

7 

Parv Vyas Secured 3rd Position in under 8 boys, 

Inter Academy Table Tennis Competition 

organized by Ahmedabad Sports Academy 

& Shashikunj Academy. 

 



8 

Leisha Sindhi She secured the First Position in the 

ShivKala (39-43 KG.) Weight Category at 

the 64th National School Ashtedo-

Akhada Championship/Tournament 2018-

19. 

 

9 

Ved Purani Gujarat state level champion in karate -  

Bronze medalist 

 

 

 

 

2017-2018 

1 

Hitarth N. Patel Secured the Bronze Medal in the SKSI's 

33rd ALL INDIA KARATE CHAMPIONSHIP 

organised by SHITO-RYO KARATE SCHOOL 

OF INDIA,held at Mussorie on the 29th 

and 30th of May ,2017 

 



2 

Winners of ShitoRyu District Karate Tournament held at Sanskar 

Dham Vidyapeeth, Bopal ,Ahmedabad  

Gold Medal : Jenil Patel Mrugansk Trivedi Yashvir Zala Tanisha Shukla  

 

Silver Medals : Dhara Yadav Dhanvi Dhanak Rajbir Chhabda Raghav 

Agrawal Priyal Koshti  

Om Lanjewar Smit Halani Pragnayan Panchal Meshv Patel  

 

Bronze Medals :Dhairya Bhatt Krishang Ashra Rudra Patel Swarit 

Shah Ali Hasan Kazi  

Dhairya Sinh zala Alisha Thakkar Shalin Parashar Daivik Shah 

Siddharth K. Sharma  

Darsh Ranjan Shreyanshi Patel Riddhima Shah  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

3 

Winners of the 14th All Ahmedabad District Level Shito- Ryu Karate 

Championship- 2017-18, competing in the categories of 5 yrs to 16 

yrs boys and girls. 
 

 

4 

Falak Joni Naik Represented India in the 13th Asian 

Schools Chess Championship 2017 . She 

secured 1st Position and won Gold Medal 

for India at Asian School Chess 

Championship 2017 - Rapid Tournament 

Under 9 Years Girls Category, at Panjin 

City of China where players from more 

than 10 Asian Countries had participated.  

 



5 

Sarathya Patel 

Hanshika P.Sharma 

Riddhi Gajjar 

Diva Madhu  

Vishwa Shah  

Nidhi Patel  

Naina Kshatriya  

Aarya Singla 

Mahek.S,Malusare  

Krisha Patel  

Vedanshi Desai  

Aryan Agarwal  

Parv Shah  

Bhavya Kankariya 

Winners of Under-12 Boys & Girls 

Category in the Junior NBA Skill 

Challenge,held at TransStadia in 

Ahmedabad 

 

6 

Khanak Dekavadiya got 

1st Position 

Dhwait Shah got 2nd 

Position 

Vihan Parikh got 8th 

Position 

Won  the inter school chess competition 

held by “Gujarat State Chess Association” 

under 7 category 

 

7 

Anand Niketan Maninagar Football team stood victorious against the 

Thunder Strikers and won the 2nd league match against CVM 

Football Academy at the score of 5-0 in U-11 King Star Cup 

Tournament -2018 held at Cosmos Castle International School on 

25th Dec. 2018. 

 

8 

Haripriya Kshatriya and 

Diya Shah 

Secured 1st Position in table tennis 

(doubles) by defeating Prakash School (U- 

17) 

 

 



9 

Gehna Tripathi Secured 2nd Position in shot put throw 

(U-17) 

 

10 

Krishna Mandge Secured 3rd Position in chess (U-17) 

 

11 

Haripriya Kshatriya Secured 1st Position in Decathlon Table 

Tennis Tournament (U-14) 

 

12 

Parv Naik Won the KINGSTAR CUP 2018-19 in 

football held at KAHAANI football 

academy 

 



13 

 

Anand Niketan Maninagar Under -14 Football Team of  boys won the 

King Star Cup in Football held at Ahmedabad 

 

14 

Parv J Naik Secured Gold medal as a best player and 

also won the Champion's Trophy in 

Football Tournament organized by 

SHREYESH CUP. 

 

15 

Khanak Dekavadiya Secured first position in Girls Chess 

Competition organised by gujarat state 

chess association on 9th Dec 

 

16 

Parv Naik For striking  the highest goals in Under-7 

category and got the most valuable 

player trophy for entire League of  

Kahaani Baby League, Under-7 & Under-9 

category organized by Kahaani Football 

Academy.    

 



17 

 Nakshi Vasnavala won 3rd position in Khel maha Kumbh 
chess competition and Rs 2000 in under 11 girls category. 

 Falak Naik won runners up title in khel maha kumbh chess 
competition and Rs 3000 in under 11 girls category. 

 Keyur Muliya won 3rd position in khel maha kumbh chess 
competition and Rs 2000 in under 13 boys category. 

 Jasnoor Saluja won runners up title in khelmaha kumbh 
chess competition and Rs 3000 in under 13 girls category. 

 

18 

Padmja Salvi won Gold medal in the state level karate khel 

mahakumbh compition. 

 

 

 

2016-17 

1. 

 

Falak Joni Naik 

 

2nd position in Under-9 Girls' Inter School 

State Level Chess Tournament which was 

held at Rifle Club from 17.12.16 to 

18.12.16 and organized by Gujarat State 

Chess Association. She has also been 

selected for Under-9 Girls' Inter School 

National Level Chess Tournament 

 

 

2 

 Chess Champion represented India at Sri 

Lanka Commonwealth Chess 

Championship 2016 for Under 8 Girls 

Category and won a Bronze Medal 

 

3 

Nakshi Vasnavala   She was appreciated for her contribution 

in Chess at National Sports Day 

 

 



4 

Shubh Rashminkant 

Patel --- Gold 

Hitarth Nirav Patel ---- 

Gold 

Tanish Babulal Bishnoi -

--- Silver 

Shakti Avinash Rathod -

--- Silver 

VedIndravadanGohil ---

- Silver 

Sweith Prakash Shetty -

--- Bronze 

Udit Aniruddh Jadhav --

-- Bronze 

Winners of SKSI's 8th International 

Karate Championship held at Jaipur from 

11th October,2017 to 14th October ,2017 

 

5 

Padmja Salvi The Winner of School Games U-17 Karate 

State Championship 2016, which was held 

at Bhavnagar from 28th to 30th August 

2016.She has been selected for School 

Games U-17 National Level Karate 

Championship 

 

6 

Pavana Dave, 

Shukan Dave 
The winners of the title Open Anand 

Table Tennis Tournament in the Girls’ 

and Boys’ event respectively. Shukan 

Dave won the title in the Sub Junior Boys' 

and Youth Boys Singles' Event. Pavana 

Dave won the title in the Sub Junior Girls', 

Women Singles' and Youth Girls' Event. 

The event was organized by Anand District 

Table Tennis Association ,affiliated to 

Gujarat State Table Tennis Association at 

VallabhVidyanagar on the 3rd and 4th of 

September 2016. 
  

7 

Parv Naik Won 9th RISING SUN CUP 2016 in 

Football Tournament by Kahaani Academy 

held at Ahmedabad 

 



8 

Falak Naik Chess champion of Anand Niketan 

Maninagar, for receiving certificate of 

merit and winning Trophy in Kalrav Fide 

Rating Chess Tournament for below 1600 

organized by Gujarat State Chess 

Association at Vadodara and Open FIDE 

Rating Chess Tournament organized by 

Green Hub Foundation. With this she has 

got official Chess FIDE rating 1059 and 

currently ranked 15 all over India Under 8 

Girls Category and 29th Rank All Over 

Asia Under 8 Girls Category. 

 
 

9 

Het Shah, 

Shukan Dave, 

Dhanvi Rana, 

Pavana Dave 

 

Students of Anand Niketan Maninagar 

won bronze medals in 11EVEN SPORTS 

INTER SCHOOL TABLE TENNIS 

CHAMPIONSHIPS GUJARAT, 2016.The 

event was organized by Table Tennis 

Association of Ahmedabad under the 

auspices of Table Tennis Federation of 

India & Gujarat State Table Tennis 

Association. This tournament was 

conducted at Ahmedabad Racquet 

Academy on 29th August 2016. 

  

10 

Falak Joni Naik 

 
 Winner of Rybca Chess 

Championship 

 Secured the 2nd position in 
Under-9 Girls' Inter School State 
Level Chess Tournament which 
was held at Rifle Club organized 
by Gujarat State Chess 
Association.She has also been 
selected for Under-9 Girls' Inter 
School National Level Chess 
Tournament. 

 
 

CASH PRIZES TO THE SPORTS ACHIEVERS 

1 

Falak Joni Naik Chess champion of the school was 

rewarded with Rs. 5000/- cash 

 

2 

Nakshi Vasnavala Chess Champion was awarded with cash 

prize of Rs. 5000/- for her promising 

performance throughout the years. 

 

 



3 

Aarit Patel Karate champion of the school was 

rewarded with Rs. 5000/- cash 

 

4 

Leisha Sindhi Karate Champion was awarded with Cash 

prize of Rs. 5000/- 

 

5 

Shakti Rathod Achieved Bronze medal in Karate 

Competition held in Mussorie. He was 

awarded with Cash prize of Rs. 5000/- 

 

6 

Ved Gohil Karate Champion Gr. VII for achieving 

Bronze medal in Karate Competition held 

in Mussorie. He was awarded with Cash 

prize of Rs. 5000/- 

 

 

7 

Hitarth Patel Silver Medal in Gujarat state Level Karate 

Championships 

Bronze Medal in National Karate 

Championship 

Gold Medal in International Karate 

Championship 

 

 



8 

Shakti Rathod  Second in 8th International Karate 

Championship at Jaipur 

 

 

9 

Yashashvi Dhule Black Belt in karate and Winner in Karate 

International Championship 

 

10 

Udit Jadhav  3rd in International Karate Championship 

 

 

11 

Sweith Shetty  3rd in International Karate Championship 

 

 



12 Ved Gohil  Second in 8th international Karate 

Championship in Jaipur 

 

 
13 Padmja Salvi  Gold Medal in Khel Mahakumbh and 

selected for SGFI National School Games 

 

 

 MAKE A WISH  
Anand Niketan Maninagar , established in 2009, has been consistently running “ Make a Wish “ initiative under the 
aegis of the Director, Ms. Harpreet Shah , who with a vision to nurture compassionate citizens, has motivated all 
the students , over the years , to give back to the society.  
We, at Anand Niketan Maninagar, believe in the healing power of a wish come true, for many children it is the 
turning point they need, to feel stronger and develop compassion and humility. When a wish is granted, people get 
more than just a great experience for a day, two days, a week, a month or a year. That experience improves the 
quality of life for them.  
Make- A – Wish is an initiative by Anand Niketan Maninagar whose effort is to grant wishes for deserving children. 
We cannot be God but at least we can change a day for a child. We are also proud to provide our Children & 
families with events that build community and compassion.  
It is our responsibility to provide the tools and the environment that will give our children every opportunity to 
develop to their greatest potential. Children deserve to receive all the support and respect it takes to establish a 
strong foundation for their future. This philosophy for the children in our care extends to our belief in the 
establishment of a care giving community. All the children make an earning for themselves, may it be by doing 
some menial household chore for Mom, running errands for parents or neighbours , washing car , gardening , 
pressing aching feet for Grandparents and Dad , peeling peas , helping neighbours in some work and in return 
telling them about their motive  
The students help their parents in the annual Diwali cleaning chores and collect in their tiny piggy banks, whatever 
little remuneration they receive. The older students, too extend their helping hands generously to their parents, 
grandparents, siblings, friends and neighbours, in and around their vicinity. The students are taught, not to ask for 
monetary benefits, but to accept whatever they receive, which in the real sense, is their ‘Khari Kamai’. The 
students also organize their own Diwali stalls, to sell rangolis, eatables, the money earned by them is then utilized 
in philanthropic activities.  
 
Over the last nine years, the students of Anand Niketan Maninagar, have tried to fulfill the wishes of the less 
privileged strata of society and bring smiles on many faces. The significance of this austerity and the Make a Wish 
initiative lies in the fact that our students, from a very young age, develop a high Emotional Quotient and learn the 
importance of spreading happiness.  



 

Various Project taken under the Make A Wish Initiative 

 Distributed 800 Woolen Jackets and 300 woolen caps at Bidaj Prathmik Shala, Mahij Village, Daskroi 
Taluka , Ahmedabad.  

 Distributed Bird feeders in sweltering summer heat to create awareness among students ,to protect their 
planet and its flora and fauna 

 The Grand Potluck and as an extension to MAKE A WISH initiative, Anand Niketan Maninagar Campus 
distributed 8096 notebooks, Butterfly Science Kits, Primary Plus magazines and Amul Kool bottles to the 
Rural Government schools of its vicinity. 

 Visited the Municipality School , Muktimaidan and distribute notebooks to the children of the school. 

 visit to bartimai centre for blind and providing grains at the Bartimai Center for Blind 

 Contributed 1000 Kg of Wheat for HIV Positive children at Gandhinagar.  

 Contributed 240 Kg of Grains at Blind School, Memnagar , Ahmedabad.  

 Distributed 360 Track Suits to the students of SG.Brahmabhatt Badhir School Nadiad.  

 Contributed an Annual Supply of grains at Bartimai Center for Blind, Maninagar East.  

 Distributed 100 School Bags, Drawing books, Note books,Crayons and Pencil boxes to the students of 
Samarth Charitable trust, Ahmedabad.  

 Contributed an annual supply of grains and pedestal fans to the residents of Jeevandhara Vrudh Ashram, 
Ahmedabad.  

 Blanket distribution among the inhabitants of Kavita Foundation, Chinmay Foundation and Deaf and 
Dumb School Gandhinagar.  

 Provided 1000kg wheat at The Special Children Home, Gandhinagar.  

 Gifted Stationery and school bags to Divyang children at Samerth Charitable Trust.  

 Distributed woolen jackets to school going children of Municipality schools.  

 Provided fans and a year supply of wheat to Jeevandhara old age home.  

 Gifted 1700 notebooks to children of Hindu Anath Ashram  

 Gifted Blankets to orphan students of Kavita Foundation  

 Distributed warm blankets to mentally challenged children of Chinmay Residential Institute For Mentally 
Challenged.  

 Distributed warm Blankets among deaf and dumb children of Mook-Badhir shishu Vidyamandir. 
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BENEFICENCE	(ANAND	NIKETAN	MANINAGAR'S	MAKE	A	WISH	INITIATIVES)
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BENEFICENCE	(ANAND	NIKETAN	MANINAGAR'S	MAKE	A	WISH	INITIATIVES)
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COMPASSION TOWARDS NATURE, 
OUR ANM TEAM DISTRIBUTED BIRD FEEDERS 
AMONG THE STUDENTS, AND ENCOURAGED 

THEM TO BE COMPASSIONATE TOWARDS 
ANIMALS AND BIRDS IN THE SWELTERING 

SUMMER HEAT

As an event of successful attempt of The Grand Potluck and 

as an extension to MAKE A WISH initiative ,Anand Niketan 

Maninagar Campus distributed 8096 notebooks, Butterfly 

Science Kits , Primary Plus magazines and Amul kool bottles 

to the Government Rural schools of its vicinity. It encouraged our students to 

understand how different parts of our society execute education and made an 

effort for creating opportunities to aid the less fortunate section of the society.
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INTERACTION WITH STUDENTS OF 
BADHIR VIDYALAY , NADIAD

LEARNING TO COMPASSION AT YOUNG AGE 
VISIT TO BARTIMAI CENTRE FOR BLIND

PROVIDING GRAINS AT THE BARTIMAI 
CENTRE FOR BLIND
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INFRASTRUCTURE 
THE	SCHOOL	INFRASTRUCTURE
The building has a unique modern architecture. Set in the lush green, plot of 
land in a pollution-free environment with an ambience, which would be 
unparalleled.

· -Spacious class-rooms with hygienic washrooms for Pre-Primary 
 to Grade XII (Air-conditioned)
· -State-of-the-art Music, Dance, Art and Craft Rooms
· 
· -Audio-Visual Hall
· -Parent's Lounge Area
· -Well Ventilated Ampitheater
· -Special Activity Center
· -Resource Center

· -Libraries for Junior and Senior School
· -Labs for General Science and Pure Sciences
· -Well-equipped Computer Labs
· -Science Park
· -R.O. water facility 24hrs.
· -24x7 CCTV surveillance
 (MONITORING THE ACTIVITIES OF STUDENTS AND STAFF)

Best	Use	of	Technology	in	Teaching	and	Learning:
At Anand Niketan Maninagar we have ushered in technology to achieve 
significant improvements in teaching and learning. We have infused 
classrooms with digital learning tools, such as computers, tablets and hand 
held devices. We wish to build 21stcentury skills; increase student 
engagement and motivation; and accelerate learning through the optimum 
use of technology.
Our Online Learning Systems as well as Virtual Labs and the use of open 
educational resources and other technologies has increased educational 
productivity by accelerating the rate of learning; reducing costs associated 
with instructional materials or program delivery; 
and better utilizing teacher time.
Our Mathematics Laboratory uses the First	 in	Math	online	Math	Program 
covering topics from Addition through Complex Algebra. Here the content is 
delivered in different game formats and the program uses a competitive 
scoring element to encourage motivation and engagement. A dashboard with 
assessments and reports for each student is available for teachers. This 
program has helped students to appear for Mathematical Competitions 
throughout the country. First In Math online activities have not only increased 
the problem solving, critical thinking and essential basic math skills,but also 
enhanced the overall academic confidence amongst our children.
We believe that Science is different from any other subject. In order to 
understand its concepts, we have encouraged our students to look beyond the 
books and Conventional classroom teaching. Our high quality and well 
equipped Science Lab has made learning effective for our students as they 
observe, handle and manipulate real objects and materials. The knowledge 
that students attain in classrooms would be ineffectual unless they actually 
observe the process and understand the relationship between action and 
reaction. Our children have developed interest in Scientific Research and 
Experiments.
  

This was evident when the students of our school qualified for the Finals of 
CBSE Regional Science Exhibition, in New Delhi, in 2016.Our Science lab 
equipment has allowed students to interact directly with the data gathered. 
They get a first-hand learning experience by performing various experiments 
on their own. 

Students are made to use the models and understand different scientific 
theories and concepts. Anatomy models, physics science kits, and chemistry 
science kits for instance make it easy to understand the otherwise complex 
theories of science.

To address thefuture generations of educators and learners AnandNiketan 
Maninagar, has adapted a new learning solution - SMART SCHOOL that 
provides a complete and comprehensive package to facilitate learning by 
making itjoyful and improve the performance of the learners by creating, 
modeling, using and managing appropriate 
technological tools and processes.Integrating curriculum with innovation.
Our24x7 Web Support Smart Classes have empowered the learners by putting 
the provisioning of resources under their control so that they are able to use 
the influx of information to their advantage.Our Smart Class covers all the 
subjects right from Languages, Science, Social Science,Mathematics,Hindi as 
well as Sanskrit and Gujarati. It has well visualized 2D and 3D animations, highly 
interactive and engaging play way tools and well graded content correlating 
with NCERT and CBSE curriculum. 
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TABLE TENNIS AREA

KARATE AREA

S K A T I N G A R E A

BIOLOGY LABORATORY
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FACILITIES AT ANAND NIKETAN MANINAGAR 
·Wi-Fi campus

·24 hour CCTV surveillance

·24 hour RO Water

·Solar	Panels

 Anand  Niketan  Maninagar   is in the pursuit of  
leaving green footprints on the globe.  The school runs 
on  electricity generated  purely  by 156 solar panels 
installed on the roof. 

·
Rain	Water	Harvesting	Plant

The school  has also two	rainwater	harvesting	
plants , thereby  promoting the recycling of water. 
Besides this, the school has fulfilled all the 
parameters of Green	school	sanitation	rating	by	
Central	Board	of	Education	and		achieved	a	Green	
certificate.

Smart	A.C.	Classrooms	

SOLAR	PANELS

RAIN	WATER	HARVESTING	SYSTEM
SMART	AC	CLASSROOMS
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TRANSPORT FACILITIES
Has a Fleet of 30 buses

SPORTS PLAY GROUND
Cricket Ground, Basketball Court,

Football Ground
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BIOLOGY LAB CHEMISTRY LAB
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PHYSICS LAB MATH LAB
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COMPUTER LAB SCIENCE KIT
With 60 Computers BY NEXT EDUCATION
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DINING AREA

The school has a spacious library with more than 20, 000 
physical books and digital books available on tablets.
The students write a book review after reading the book.
The reader of the year, who reads the maximum number of      
books, is honored by the management.

Students will learn with fun the basic concepts of science. It's a 
best way to learn science through outdoor activity. 
This science park proves our motto of educating that is 
“Learning by doing.”

CAPACITY OF MORE THAN 350 STUDENTS

DIGITAL LIBRARY

WITH ACCESS TO READING ON TABLETS

SCIENCE PARK

TO PRACTICALLY DEMONSTRATE CONCEPTS
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TEAM OF EDUCATORS
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TEAM OF EDUCATORS
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TEAM OF EDUCATORS
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TEAM OF EDUCATORS
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TEAM OF EDUCATORS
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TEAM OF EDUCATORS
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TEAM OF EDUCATORS
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STAFF 
ENRICHMENT

The teaching staff will have the option of receiving either 1 lakh rupees as a reward after 
completing 4 years of service or 2 lakh rupees as a reward after completing 7 years of service 
w.e.f from the academic year 2016-17.

The epic performed on Dussehra 
by educators 

Encouraging budding talent : 
ANM Teaching Awards
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Celebrating Navratri International	Teacher	exchange:	
Stephen	&	Caroline	swirling	on	the	beats	of	Garba
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WHAT WE DO ?
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OPERATIONS OF SCHOOL
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IT SOLUTION
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Anand Niketan Maninagar Campus organized an Orientation Programme for the parents of Pre primary Section in school. The aim was to         

familiarize the parents as ‘partners in progress’ with the curriculum, rules and regulations of the school, teaching methodologies and the              

co-scholastic activities.   

www.anandniketanmaninagar.org 
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Mothers today are skilfully juggling on multiple fronts, be it 

personal or professional front, often  leaving barely enough 

time for them that mandates them to make quick decisions to 

get ready.  

 

ANM organized the 'Grace N Glam' grooming 'workshop for 

pre primary mothers that gave our mums an opportunity to 

learn trendy make up looks , hair styles and sari draping .The 

day helped our young mothers to identify their personal styles 

and enhance their personality and confidence. Workshop was 

followed with the scrumptious brunch and ended with the   

valuable feedback from the mothers.  
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Grandparents are the family’s greatest treasure, the founders of a loving legacy, the greatest storytellers, the keepers of tradition and the      

family’s strong foundation. Through their special love and care, grandparents keep a family close at heart. To honour them ANM celebrated 

Grandparents Day on 14th September.  Grandparents enjoyed some mesmerizing moments and relived their childhood with the grandchildren 

through fun games.  
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Key Stage 1 celebrated the birthday of Lord Krishna with great devotion and enthusiasm, on this Janmashtami. Our little fawns looked      

adorable as they dressed as Krishna, Radhas and Gopis.A splendidly colorful program was organized by the children and the pre-primary          

teachers.  It reminded the students about Lord Krishna’s devotion and obedience .  

Innovation at Anand Niketan Maninagar !!! 

Eshan Bhatta of Grade X of ANM was awarded the CSIR Innovation Award for School Children 2019 on 26th September 2019 at Vigyan   
Bhavan, New Delhi for his innovation titled “ Smart Feeding Spoon for Parkinson Patients” on the occasion of CSIR Foundation Day         

Celebration. The President of India , Shri Ram Nath Kovind was the Chief Guest for the function and the occasion was also graced by Dr. 
Harsh Vardhan, Hon’ble minister of Science and Technology, Earth Sciences and Health & Family welfare and Prof. K. VijayRaghavan , 
Principal Scientific Advisor to Government of India.  
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Guided by Anmol Mam,  Curriculum and Instruction Coordinator, teachers enthusiastically participated in the competition and became       

students who tried to present their innovative ways of concept teaching in classrooms. The educational event and the teaching – learning     

environment shaped under the able inspiration and vision of honourable Harpreet Mam, Director Anand Niketan Maninagar Campus.        

Competition is a great motivation to work, and a healthy competition drives us towards excellence in work.  

 

The Student’s Council Members of Anand Niketan Maninagar organized a cultural extravaganza for their beloved teachers.Anand Niketan 

Maninagar marked a Green Teachers Day as the students gifted saplings to the teachers .As is the tradition, the Management of Anand Niketan 

Maninagar appreciated the efforts of its staff members in the past academic session 2018-19 by bestowing coveted awards in recognition of 

their contribution towards the school and the well being of the children.  
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To commemorate the birth anniversary of the Father of our nation-Mahatama Gandhi, ANM celebrated Bapu’s birthday in school with great 
zeal, enthusiasm and patriotism. Pre-Primary kids learned the   values of Gandhiji’s life (non violence, truth, honesty, peace) through the skit 

presented by the     teachers . Senior Sections tried to understand and imbibe these constructive ideas of Gandhiji through  various mediums of 
expression like poster making , paintings  on "Swachchata Hi Seva" ,essay  writing on " Freedom From Plastics" and expressing their concern 
in their " Letters to Bapu".Every word in each letter came straight from the innocent hearts of the students.  

.

From darkness to the light that empowers us to commit ourselves to good deeds, that which brings us closer to divinity; lights illuminate every 
corner of India during Diwali and the fragrance of incense sticks hang in the air, mingled with the sounds of laughter, joy and hope. The stu-

dents walked in school all decked up in their traditional wear.Anand Niketanites, enjoyed the Potluck party and  relished the lip smacking deli-
cacies which they shared with their friends.The students also cleaned their classes and contributed their part to the Swachhata 
Pakhwara .Anand Niketanites were encouraged to celebrate a Green Diwali, and to spread smiles by working and fulfilling wishes under the 

“Make a Wish” initiative guided by Honorable Harpreet Mam. 

.
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To commemorate the indomitable spirit of our freedom fighters because of whom we are enjoying the fruits of freedom and also our Armed 

Forces who guard valiantly on the borders of our nation so that we all have protected life, ANM Key stage I kids celebrated                           

INDEPENDENCE DAY and RAKSHABANDHAN with the great spirit and enthusiasm and appealed for the freedom from anger, old clichés, 

rituals and social evils.  

.
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"The Children of today will make the India of tomorrow. The way we bring them up will determine the future of our Country" - Jawaharlal 
Nehru. It was a day of role reversal, as the teachers decked up in the school uniform welcomed the children by putting tilak on their forehead 

and wishing them a Happy Children's Day.A special Assembly dedicated to the innocent souls was held by staff members. The digitized   
teenagers of Grade VI to VIII reveled in the age old games like marble , spoon and hula-hoop games, mind race etc. 

Anand Niketanites of Grade XI and XII celebrated the auspicious occasion of Raksha Bandhan with Chief Fire officer Mr Dastoor , the head 

of Gujarat Disaster and Fire management and his team of Fire Fighters of Maninagar firestation who displayed their personal protective gear 

and demonstrated how rescue operations are conducted. The students tied rakhis to all the fire personnel as a token of appreciation for all what 

they do for us.  
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'Quizophilic':all about the exciting world of Science was introduced to the children through a thrilling Interhouse Science Quiz                    

Competition held today for Grades VI-VIII at the school. The students who represented their houses on the stage had a bottleneck competition 

and each of the participants gave their 100% effort to make their house win the event. The students were asked several questions based on the 

field of science as well as they performed hands on activity to practically demonstrate their skills. 

The winners of ‘ Janmashtami with Juniors’ competition conducted by Sandesh newspaper , Anand Niketanites demonstrated superb talent in 

dance, singing and skit competitions. Dhwani Shah of Grade V made us proud by achieving First position in Solo Singing Competition. The 

Sheshnag -Krishna dance act of Dhairya Sheth and Vihaan Parikh , both students of Grade II , bagged the First Runners-up Position in Duet 

dance category, while Sanvi Vyas and Jenil Patel , both students of Grade V , bagged the Second Runners -up position in the Skit competition.  
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“Safety First is Safety Always” 

ANM little fawns of K2 experienced a fun yet educational field trip to fire station to enhance their knowledge about fire fighters, their skill 

sets and fire safety tips. Fire fighters demonstrated how they use fire trucks in an emergency. The fireman showed them uniforms, equipment 

and tool sets. Kids had hands on experience on fire hose and learn how to “Stop, Drop and Roll’ . 

www.anandniketanmaninagar.org 
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The students of Grade I & II visited The Nocturnal Zoo as a part of an educational trip. It’s 

a specially designed zoo where nocturnal animals are kept and viewable by the public. The 

unique feature of the zoo is that it is dark during the day and lit at night to enable visitors 

and researchers to more conveniently study nocturnal animals with their natural           

characteristic and behavior during the  daylight hours.  

Students of Grade VIII of Anand Niketan Maninagar campus went for an Educational Field Trip to the Headquarters & Emergency Centre of 

108 Service at Naroda. At the 108 HQ they were shown all the gadgets and equipment kept in an ambulance with the demonstration on how to 

effectively use them in order to save someone’s life. They were then taken to the Emergency Response Centre where the officers received the 

calls from all over Gujarat and direct the ambulances and the medical team to reach the spots in the least time to save lives of people who are 

critically ill. They also learnt about 104, the health Helpline; Khilkhilat, the drop home service for the mother and the newly born from the 

Govt. Hospitals/ Maternity Homes; 181, the Women helpline Number; 1962, Bird and Animal Helpline Number etc.Its takes only 12 minutes 

in Urban area and ,15 minutes in rural area to save their lives.They launched boat ambulance too in 2018.  
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An Interschool Peacebuilding workshop’ was organised for the students of Grade IX to XII. The workshop covered imperative concepts like 

conflict transformation, critical thinking, global friendship , empathy , respect and community engagement . The students learnt about three 

zones of life : Comfort zone , Stretch zone and Panic zone. The workshop also inspired students to become active listeners. Strategies to      

become active listeners were taught through worksheets and role plays. In a world where anger and violence are the most sought after          

solutions , PEACE is much needed to achieve the dream of One United World.  

In association with UNICEF and Niti Aayog a community workshop on Sustainable Development Goals was organized for students of Grade 

VIII and IX at Anand Niketan Maninagar . The workshop commenced with an interactive game through which the students learnt how each 

individual is interconnected with another one in the society. The workshop concentrated on the role of today’s children in creating a better so-

ciety for the future. Students discussed the Sustainable Development Goals set by the United Nations. They were also made aware of the vari-

ous child rights set by the UN such as the Right to Survival, Right to Participation, Right to Development and Right to Protection.  
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Students of Grade V visited Alpha One mall to attend the Safety workshop Organized by Anti -Terrorist Squad (ATS ). The students along 

with the employees of the mall were educated about the mock drill i.e. how a terrorist attack is handled by Anti- Terrorist Squad,  Students 

were informed about the mock drill and building plan of such a critical situation in detail.  

 

The information was given by the Commando Head explaining the important points to be kept in mind while there is any terrorist attack in the 

mall. Students were also made aware about the  safety tips to be followed during such situations e.g. to stay away from the shops- shutters 

while they are closed during terrorist attack, not to touch any unknown bag or any material and inform about that unknown material to the mall 

Manager immediately. Later, Students met with all the commandos . Through PETA INDIA, a foundation to create awareness ,students were 

made aware about the pollution and garbage   created by humans and its impact on the environment , animals and birds.   
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Anand Niketan Maninagar in association with Mission Education 

organized a Make A Wish Trip to the nearby Dhamatvan Village in 

Hathijan area. The children of Middle School, grades VI and VII  

donated high quality notebooks among the underprivileged children 

of 5 schools in the vicinity,thus spreading forth the message that in a 

society all should have access to the basic necessities of life. Our 

children learnt that they are blessed to have all the needs fulfilled 

and sharing with the less,privileged made them value,the importance 

of respecting their assets and hard work.  

An initiative was taken to help the non-violent, innocent and speechless animals and birds. With this pious intentions Anand Niketan Mani-

nagar had organized Make A Wish trip of Gr. III to V students to Jeevdaya Charitable Trust on 31st Aug’2019. Jeevdaya works to reduce the 

pain and rehabilitate them back to their natural habitat . The experienced and skilled veterinary doctors permanently work for the organization. 

It was such a rewarding experience for the students as they had a close experience of the speechless creatures of this earth and could empathize 

the same. They realized that by helping the animals and birds the mother earth is being helped. Students witnessed how the ownerless sick ani-

mals and birds are given free medical treatment. They also saw the operation theatre where the sick and injured animals and birds are treated. 

An Air-conditioner (split) has been donated for the   Pathology Lab of the trust. The visit was worth justifying the love and care we can extend 

to the  animals and birds.  
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With their Khari Kamai , Anand Niketanites of Grade IX to XII gifted Games equipment like Basketballs, Cricket bats, volleyballs and Tennis 

balls to the brilliant children of the Deaf and Mute School. 

A brief visit to the School for Deaf and Mute children made a digging impact into the hearts and brains of the students of Grade IX to XII. 

These deaf and mute children inspired them with their confidence, perseverance and enlightenment. Infact, their sixth sense and positive     

attitude towards life makes one wince. 

The Anand Niketanites played games i.e. cricket and dodgeball with the children and had great fun. Adorned by the bond of love and        

compassion , the interactive games brought together strangers and entangled them into a lifelong friendship. The students interacted with 

teachers who themselves were blind but were teaching these divyang students. We were honored to be a part of their lives although just for a 

few moments.. Parting these new friends was hard. Everyone looked up one last time with a broad smile and the hearts saluted the enthusiasm 

of these young , inspiring children. 
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CELEBRATIONS
Christmas Celebration
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Farewell of Grade 12
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National Days Celebration :
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Navratri Celebration
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Rakshabandhan Uttarayan Dussehra
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LIFE SKILLS
SCHOLASTIC	ACTIVITIES

Hands-on	,Vocabulary,	Reading	and	Math	Activities,

Spelling	corner,	Alphabet	Puzzle,	Shapes	to	Piece	Together,	Vocabulary	Words,

	Assembling	objects,	Concepts	are	explained	through	tactile			procedures.

	Skills	are	bolstered	as	children	practice	new	ideas	and	test	out	theories.

		Working	on	hands-on	projects—even	those	who	fidget	during	large-group	
lessons.	

Busy Hands………………………………….. Busy Brains

LEARNING	CONCEPT	OF	INTEGERS

CLASS	ROOM	ACTIVITY

LEARNING	ADDITION

LEARNING	SUBTRACTION ACTIVITY	ON	CUBE	ROOT

ACTIVITY	ON	CUBE
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ARTS	IN	MATHEMATICS
LEARNING	MEASUREMENT

LEARNING	MATH	CONCEPT
	

USING	MATH	BUDDY
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Practical Science

LEARNING	CONCEPT	OF	

MOTION
DEMONSTRATING	WATER	CYCLE

LEARNING	CONCEPT	OF	RELATION	BETWEEN	
MASS	AND	SPEED

LEARNING	ABOUT	CELESTIAL	

BODIES

CLASS	ROOM	ACTIVITY	OF	PREPARING	
ANIMAL	AND	PLANT	CELL

LEARNING	TO	PREPARE	DIFFERENT	SOLUTIONS
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ACTIVITY	ON	ANTIBIOTIC	SENSITIVITY	TEST	
FOR	MICROORGANISM

LEARNING	WORKING	OF	PULLEY

BOTANY	ACTIVITY	OF	NAMING	CAMPUS	TREES	
WITH	THEIR	SCIENTIFIC	NAMES
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CBSE	REGIONAL	LEVEL	
SCIENCE	EXHIBITION	2016-17	

HELD	AT	VADODARA'S	
NAVRACHANA	SCHOOL	IN	THE	

MONTH	OF	DECEMBER,	
2016.THE	MODEL	THAT	GOT	
SELECTED	FOR	THE	NATIONAL	

LEVEL	WAS	TITLED

	“	BAKERY	WITH	SOLAR	
FURNACE”.
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Co-Scholastic Activities

ADVERTISEMENT	MAKING,	
MARKETING	SKILLS.

GROUP	DISCUSSION

COLLAGE	MAKING
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The	Chef	Club	at	Anand	Niketan	Maninagar	promotes	the	skill	of	preparing	dishes	in	the	most	
healthy	and	nutritious	way.	Teachers	skilled	in	the	art	of	cooking	train	the	Junior	and	Senior	chefs	to	

make	lip	smacking	nutritious	snacks.

Chef Club
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Board	games	enable	us	to	acquire	important	social	skills,	like	communicating	verbally,	sharing,	
patience,	taking	turns	and	enjoying	interaction	with	others.	Board	games	allow	all	to	have	fun,	

improve	memory	and	concentration	and	also	develop	their	immune	system.

Board Games Club
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The	Happy	Hands	Club	at	Anand	Niketan	Maninagar	is	dedicated	to	an	age	old	art	form
	

i.e.	Calligraphy.

Students	enjoy	practicing	various	forms	of	this	art	and	have	improved	their	handwriting	considerably

Happy Hands Club
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Health	Club	in	schools	influence	the	habits',	attitude	and	knowledge	
relating	to	an	individual	and	community.	

Health	club	at	Anand	Niketan	Maninagar	help	students	to	be
	healthy	physically,	mentally	and	socially.

Health Club
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With	the	motto	of	“Innovation	in	New	Technology”	Bits	&	Bytes	Club	was	initiated	for	the	future	technologists	
of	our	nation	in	our	school	“Anand	Niketan	Maninagar	Campus”.

Our	students	worked	with	the	different	foundation	applications	like	MS	Access,	Flash,	Photoshop,	MS	Paint,	
MS	Word,	MS	Excel	and	MS	PowerPoint,	which	will	help	them	in	future	to	be	a	part	of	“Digital	India”.

Bits and Bytes Club
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MONEY	club	of	Anand	Niketan	believes	in	“It is not money that matters; it's how you use it that determines its 
true value.”	Thus	to	provide	students	an	opportunity	to	deal	with	daily	practices	like	filling	in	the	deposit	slip,	
withdrawal	slip	and	filling	cheques.	Students	were	also	given	the	knowledge	about	various	types	of	cheques.

Money Smart Club

STUDENT	SHOWING	FILLED	CHEQUE

STUDENTS	SHOWING	FILLED	DEPOSIT	SLIP	
AND	WIHDRAWAL	SLIP

STUDENT	IS	FILLING	CHEQUE
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STEAM	stands	for	Science,	Technology,	Engineering,		Arts,	and	Mathematics
The	basic	aim	of	STEAM	Club	is	to	provide	students	an	opportunity	to	do	Science	activities	that	will	encourage	
them	to	develop	an	interest	in	the	different	scientific	fields	of	study.	It	prepares	students	for	competitions	and	

the	real	world.	It	also	enhances	the	magnet	focus	for	the	gifted	and	academically	talented	students.

S.T.E.A.M Club
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In	our	ever-changing	technical	world,	it	is	very	necessary	to	achieve	a	balance	between	the	left	and	right	side	
of	the	brain.	Our	“Hands	on	Art	Club”	at	Anand	Niketan	Maninagar	better	prepares	our	children	for	the	same.
Hands	on	Art	mentors	taught	them	the	fine	skills	of	painting	on	T-Shirts,	Hand-Made	greeting	cards	which	
would	teach	them	to	become	confident	children	and	successful	adults.The	children	learnt	the	art	of	MURAL	

PAINTINGS	and	how	to	create	hand	painted	T-shirts.

Hands On Art Club
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Communicative	English	Club	at	Anand	Niketan	Maninagar	is	an	improvement	program	that	laid		emphasis	on	
learning	to	speak	English	fluently.	The	linguistically	elaborate	discussions	dealt	with	improving	spoken	English	

Skills	and	also	helped	the	students	to	build	their	self	confidence.

Communicative English Club
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The	wire	club	at	Anand	Niketan	Maninagar	remarkably	uses	wire	,a	malleable	material.	The	students	learn	to	
braid,	coil,	twist,	wrap,	cord,	weave,	crochet,spiral	the	wires	into	innumerable	wonderful	shapes.

Wire Club
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Bonjour	les	Amis!
French	is	widely	spoken	language	in	the	whole	world	after	English	so	the	students	of	Anand	Niketan	Maninagar	

Campus	are	learning	French	language	in	'French	Club'	by	various	activities	and	games.	

French Club
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Rhythmic Beats
Students	learn	to	play	different	classical	and	western	musical	
instruments	and	the	knowledge	of	beats	and	rhythm.	The	
regular	performances	and	practice	helps	them	grow	and	

improve	their	skills.
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Shlok 
Competition

Students	recite	the	Mantras	and	
Shlokas	in	rhythmic	and	melodious	

manner.	

The	entire	school	resonated	with	the	
flawless	chanting	of	shlokas	,	which	
had	varied	themes	like,	Women	
empowerment,	Education	and	

Patriotism.	
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Debate, Elocution, Recitation 
& Group Discussion
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COMMUNICATION	
SKILLS COURAGE

SPEECHCONFIDENCE

STAGE	PRESENCE PERFORMANCE
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Essay Writing

Korea	–a	land	of	immense	cultural	wealth	and	an	
amalgamation	of	technically	advanced	infrastructure	was	

well	represented	by	the	children	of	Anand	Niketan	
Maninagar	through	an	Essay	Writing	Competition	at	the	

school	campus.

The	topics	were	varied	i.e.”What	I	like	about	South	
Korea	“and	“Why	I	want	to	visit	South	Korea”.	The	

children	participated	enthusiastically	
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Tongue
 Twister

Tongue twister competition is 
conducted with the objective to 

enhance the caliber of students in 
speaking and careful listening. It 
develops the inner capability of 

concentration and students 
become good listener and a good 

speaker as well.

“Betty	bought	butter
but	butter	was	bitter

Betty	bought	some	more	butter	
To	make	bitter	butter	better”
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Tree Plantation
Drive

'Connecting	people	To	Nature'…Keeping	this	in	mind,	Anand	
Niketan	Maninagar	celebrated	World	Environment	Day	in	
collaboration	with	Punjab	National	Bank(PNB)	at	its	school	

campus.	

“Tree	Plantation	Drive”	was	organized	by	PNB	with	the	Circle	Head	
of	Punjab	National	Bank	Ms.	Vibha	Aren	and	RJ	Dhwanit	along	with	
Harpreet	Ma’am	and	Shri	Amit	Shah,initiating	the	campaign	by	

planting	a	sapling	at	the	school	campus.
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Nukkad Natak
Nukkad	Natak	is	conducted	to	create	awareness	in	public	about	issues	like	

Cleanliness,	Saving	Water	,	Nature	and	other	socially	relevant	issues.
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SIGNATURE EVENTS

GRADE	I	AND	II	REFLECTIONS
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REFLECTIONS
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PRE-PRIMARY	REFLECTIONS
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PRE-PRIMARYREFLECTIONS
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SPECTRUM
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CHAMPIONSHIPS	:
ANNUAL	SPORTS	DAY
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WORKSHOPS AND TRAININGS
1. Mr. Maulin Pandya , a motivational guru , has been in the field of motivational training since seven years. Mr. Pandya inspired and motivated the 

students to realise and pursue their dreams with passion. It was a brilliant experience for the students. 

2. Respected Harpreet Mam, Director, Anand Niketan Maninagar ,organised a workshop on this king of reptiles , in association with Mr. Vijay Pradhan, a 
snake specialist and an avid environmentalist , in the school Amphitheatre .

3. In collaboration with Anand Niketan Maninagar , Team MAD ( Make A Difference ) , distributed bird feeders/ water bowls among the students, and 
encouraged them to be compassionate towards animals and birds in the sweltering summer heat .

4. Dr. Kamlesh Upadhyay , Professor of Medicine at Civil Hospital, Nodal Officer who has specialized in Swine Flu H1N1 treatment across Gujarat ,and is 
also a consultant to the Honourable Governor and Dr. Prakash Kurmi, General Physician and owner of Shivam Hospital, visited Anand Niketan Maninagar  
to bring awareness about the prevalent disease 'SWINE FLU –H1N1'. 

5. An interactive workshop on Income Tax Laws was conducted by Income Tax officers, Shri Hemin Shah, Shri D.K.Parmar and Shri Satish Bhatt , of Income 
tax Department, Ahmedabad. 

6. An interactive and educational session on Food Habits and Correct Diet was taken by Ms. Sana Saiyed, Clinical Nutritionist and Dietician from Jaslok 
Hospital, Mumbai.

7. The Annual Medical Checkup for the Staff was conducted in collaboration with the Medical team of specialized doctors of Shalby Hospitals ,Multi-
specialty Care, Naroda and Punjab National Bank.

8. A workshop in collaboration with Ratna Sagar Pvt. Ltd (publishers)was conducted on Classroom Management and Interpersonal Communication. The 
resource person Ms Shreya ,an alumni of IIMA and currently working in the publication department of Ratna Sagar Pvt Ltd, discussed and shared the best 
practices adopted for classroom management.

9. Gujarat National Law University had organized World Heritage Day for the students. A large number of students of Grade IX, XI and XII along with the 
teachers participated in this workshop organized by the GNLU. GNLU had invited renowned personalities belonging to this field like Dr. M. Nambirajan, 
Dr. D.N Dimri and Dr. Sunanda Srivastava to ignite the young minds towards cultural heritage and how we should make efforts to protect our cultural 
heritage.
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WORKSHOPS AND TRAININGS
10. Anand Niketan Maninagar in collaboration with Ashok Leyland had conducted an Informative workshop on the concept of Safety Revolution in school 

buses.

11. A breast and cervical cancer awareness drive was conducted by 2nd year M.B.B.S students of V.S hospital in association with WHO.

12. A Career Counselling Workshop was organized by Mahindra Ecole Central College of Engineering. 

13.  A Motivational Talk by Mr. Sajan Shah for the children of the school.
     Anand Niketan Maninagar, in continuation with its endeavour of providing a platform to each student about the importance of “Focus and 

Dedication” in life had arranged a Motivational Talk by Mr. Sajan Shah for the children of the school on 26th August (Friday).The youngest “Guru” 
of the life coaching industry, Mr. Sajan Shah's passion is to help people reach self-realization and create extraordinary changes. Helping learners 
and students convert their dreams into reality is his most fulfilling reward. 

14.  A movie was “Red Building where the Sun sets” was shown to the parents. 

15.  A Jolly Phonics workshop with the smart moms of our Pre-Primary. 

16. “Less is More”; a vital concept in Finnish Education System was taken up as a workshop module on Teacher's Training programme by our Respected 
Director Ma'am Ms. Harpreet Shah at Anand Niketan Maninagar Campus.

17. POCSO:The Protection of Children against Sexual Offences Act(POCSO) - An integrated workshop on Child Sexual Abuse was organized by CBSE.  

18. To honour the mother Earth, a workshop on plants was conducted in the school by Dr. Sanjay Thakkar, Head Technical Services in BASF India, who did 
his PHD in Agricultural Entomology.

19. COMMUNICATIVE ENGLISH WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS'', was conducted in our Campus which was attended by the educators of various renowned 
schools of Ahmedabad like SGVP , St Kabir , Divine Child , Podar International.
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STUDENT EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM (SEP)

THE	INTERACTIVE	AND	EDUCATIONAL	
SESSION	WAS	TAKEN	BY	MS.	SANA	SAIYED,	
CLINICAL	NUTRITIONIST	AND	DIETICIAN	
FROM	JASLOK	HOSPITAL,	MUMBAI.

WORKSHOP	ON	SAFETY	REVOULTION
	IN	BUSES	BY	ASHOK	LEYLAND

WORKSHOP	ON	STUDYING	ABROAD	BY	
POLISH	DELEGATES

HEALTH	AWARENESS	WORKSHOP	ON	SWINE	
FLU	BY	DR.	KAMLESH	UPADHYAY,	

PROFESSOR	OF	MEDICINE	AT	CIVIL	HOSPITAL
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INCOME TAX WORKSHOP
An	interactive	workshop	on	Income	Tax	Laws	was	conducted	by	Income	Tax	officers,	

Shri	Hemin	Shah,	Shri	D.K.Parmar	and	Shri	Satish	Bhatt	,	of	Income	tax	Department,	Ahmedabad.	
Students	of	Grade	XI	and	XII	

Commerce	attended	the	educational	workshop	.	Mr.	Shah	explained	to	the	students	the	nuances	of	the	
working	of	IT	department.	He	informed	how	revenue	is	generated	through	income	tax	and	how	this	revenue	is	

used	for	nation	building	activities.
Mr.	Parmar	shared	about	the	prestigious	awards	given	by	IT	department	to	the	highest	tax	payers	of	the	

country.

The	students	were	motivated	to	guide	their	parents	to	be	honest	and	regular	tax	payers	,so	that	economic	
development	can	be	accelerated.
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MOTIVATIONAL	WORKSHOP	BY	
MAULIN	PANDYA	ON	EXAM	STRESS

MOTIVATIONAL	WORKSHOP	BY	SAJAN	
SHAH	ON	HAPPY	AND	SUCCESSFUL	LIFE

ACCOUNTABILITY	AND	BEING	A	
RESPONSIBLE	CITIZEN	WORKSHOP	BY	

INCOME	TAX	DEPARTMENT	

SAFETY	WORKSHOP	ON
	HOW	TO	DEAL	WITH	REPTILES
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WORKSHOP FOR CAREER COUNSELLING
Anand Niketan Maninagar in collaboration with Les	Transformation 
conducted a workshop on career counselling for grade IX to XII. The 

students were informed about new career opportunities coming up with 
new technological advancements and how these new careers will be the 
future of careers for today's generation. The new careers in Sustainable 

Architecture, Data Analytics, Hyperloop Technology and Cloud Sharing were 
discussed. The students were guided about how they could apply for such 
careers. Indeed, it was an enriching workshop that motivated students to 

be focused and have career goals.
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DENGUE AWARENESS WORKSHOP
Due to the spike in the number of dengue, malaria, 

chickenguniya cases, a health and sanitation workshop was 
conducted for the students of K II to Grade VIII and they were 

informed about the symptoms, remedies and prevention of 
theses vector borne diseases.

The students were also made aware of how efforts are done 
regularly to keep the school campus mosquito free by fuming it 
with the smoke of burnt neem leaves, a practice which they can 

adopt at home also.
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Shri	Kamal	Mangal,	Chairman,	Anand	Niketan	Group	
of	Schools,	conducted	a	workshop	in	association	

with	Jeevan	Vidya.	The	entire	event	
was	made	more	enterprising	by	the	benign	presence	

of	our	Honourable	Trustee	Sir	Amit	Shah,our	
Director	Ma'am	Ms	Harpreet	Shah

	and	Ms	Anmol	Shah.

Dr.	Surendra	Pathak,	the	eminent	spokesperson	of	
Jeevan	Vidya,	took	the	participants	through	an	
enriching	journey	of	differentiating	between	

understanding	and	knowing	,	living	and	breathing.There	
was	a	healthy	interaction	among	the	participants	of	the	
workshop	as	they	understood	the	importance	of	making	

efforts	as	opposed	to	becoming	victims	of	fatalism.
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TEACHERS EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM (TEP)

COMMUNICATIVE	ENGLISH	WORKSHOP	
FOR	TEACHERS

WORKSHOP	ON	CLASSROOM	MANAGEMENT	BY	
CENTRAL	BOARD	OF	EDUCATION

“LESS	IS	MORE”;	A	VITAL	CONCEPT	IN	FINNISH	EDUCATION	
SYSTEM	WORKSHOP	ON	TEACHER'S	TRAINING	PROGRAMME

STAFF	HEALTH	CHECK	UP	BY	MEDICAL	TEAM	OF	SPECIALIZED	DOCTORS	OF	SHALBY	HOSPITAL
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SWINE FLU AWARENESS WORKSHOP

A	workshop	on	Swine	flu	
awareness	was	conducted	by	
Dr.	Kamlesh	Upadhyay	for	the	

students	and	staff.	
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Value Education Through Value Cinema

100

Short 10 minutes Movies are shown 
to the students.

Each movie shown has certain value like  
Dignity, Integrity,Ambition,
Leadership and Empathy.

They critically analyze the movies and 
values are discussed.
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Value Education Through School Cinema

Honesty

Integrity

Respect

Compassion
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STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS

Nakshi	Vasnavala	from	Grade-1	won	3rd	position	in	
Khelmaha	Kumbh	chess	competition	and	Rs	2000	in	
under	11	girls	category.Falak	Naik	from	Grade-II	won	
runners	up	title	in	khelmala	kumbh	chess	competition	
and	Rs	3000	in	under	11	girls	category.Keyur	Muliya	
from	Grade-V	won	3rd	position	in	khelmaha	kumbh	
chess	competition	and	Rs	2000	in	under	13	boys	

catgory.Jasnoor	saluja	from	Grade-VII	won	runners	up	
title	in	khelmaha	kumbh	chess	competition	and	Rs	

3000	in	under	13	girls	category.

The	School	Toppers	of	Spell	Bee	International	
Competition

It	was	a	proud	moment	for	Anand	
Niketan	Maninagar	as	one	of	our	
student	and	National	Level	DELL	
CHAMP	2017,	Anushka	Jain	of	
Grade	VII	was	felicitated	at	the	

school	amphitheatre	by	Mr	Sagar	
Pradhan	,Trade	Marketing,DELL	and	

our	Director	Ms	Harpreet	
Shah.Anushka	Jain	also	showed	her	
winning	project	on	the	occasion.	

She	was	felicitated	and	given	a	DELL	
PC	along	with	a	cheque	and	a	

certificate.

	Falak	Joni	Naik,	Gr.	V	,	the	Chess	
Champion	of	Anand	Niketan	

Maninagar	for	becoming	the	9th	
Runner	Up	of	Blitz	Games	in	Girls	
under	10	category	in	Asian	Youth	

Chess	Championship	2018,	
organised	at	Lotus	Pang	Suan	Kaew,	
Chiangmal,	Thailand	between	1st	

THApril	to	20 	April'18.
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Anand	Niketan	Maninagar	Congratulates	the	winners	of	the	National	Olympiad	Exams.They	were	felicitated	at	the	school	campus	by	our	Honourable	
Director	Ma'am	,Ms.	Harpreet	Shah	with	certificates	and	coveted	medals.Her	presence	provided	the	much	needed	motivation	and	encouragement	for	
our	young	participants	as	well	as	the	winners.

Nakshi	Vasnavala,	the	budding	chess	champion	
of	ANM	has	won	3rd	position	in	

Khel	mahakumbh	chess	competition	and	
Rs	2000/-	in	under	11	girls	category.	
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Sanvidhan Quiz by Loksabha TV Channel

Lok Sabha TV, is the Parliament Channel of India. The channel extends its 
horizon to bring out programs on science, culture, environment and allied 
aspects essentially affecting the masses. Keeping its focus on knowledge 

and research based content, over the years, Lok Sabha TV, in collaboration 
with Anand Niketan Maninagar , organised a quiz on Election Commission 

of India for the students 
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PARENTS
PARTICIPATION
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PLAYING	FOOTBALL	WITH	INTERNATIONAL	PLAYER	JIM	JAMES CELEBRATING	GURUPURNIMA	WITH	GRAND	PARENTSCELEBRATING	REPUBLIC	DAY	WITH	GRANDPARENTS
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In Diwali Mela Mom & Me
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Renowned Personalities

RJ	Vishal	from MY FM 94.3 
in association with Anand Niketan Maninagar

 presented the certificate of honor to 
MS Anmol Shah for hosting

MY FM ke RANGREZZ, at the school campus
and had organized a unique drawing competition,

on the theme "Healthy	Habits,Happy	Hearts”.

Shri	Dinsha	Sahib,
Ex-Cabinet Minister of the Government of India, 

also a former hockey and cricket player 
and head of a number of Sports Associations was welcomed 

by Shri Amit Shah to
grace the occassion of Annual Day celebration.

 

Mr.	Maulin	Pandya	, a motivational guru , 
has been in the field of 

motivational training since seven years. 

Mr. Pandya inspired and motivated the 
students to realize and pursue their dreams 

with passion. 
It was a brilliant experience for the students. 

108
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Dharmendra	Shah,Chairman	of	Ahmedabad	
Urban	Development	Association,

was welcomed by Shri Amit Shah at Anand 
Niketan Maninagar to grace the 

occassion of Championships

Prakash	Christy,Manager	of	Amul,
Visited Anand Niketan Maninagar and was 
awarded a token of gratitude by Shri Amit 
Shah and Director Harpreet Ma’am to grace 
the occassion of Championships

Ramanlal	Vohra,Cabinet	Minister	of	Youth,
Sports	and	Cultural	Activities,

was welcomed by Shri Amit Shah at Anand 
Niketan Maninagar to grace the occassion of 

Championships

RJ	Dhrumil
was welcomed by the Trustee Shri Amit 

Shah and Ms Anmol Shah at Anand 
Niketan Maninagar to grace The Grand 

Potluck Event.

RJ	Riya
Visited Anand Niketan Maninagar to 

grace The Grand Potluck Event

Prashant	Pinge,	Author
Visited Anand Niketan Maninagar for a 

workshop for the students how to put their 
ideas in the right format to make a best story.

Sajan	Shah, Youngest “Guru” of the life coaching 
industry,was welcomed by the Director Harpreet 

Ma’am to Anand Niketan Maninagar. 

Natasha	Suri	, Miss India
graced the occassion of spectrum
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STUDENT’S FEEDBACK
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FROM THE HEART OF PARENTS
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Anand Niketanites at 
their Creative best

Courtesy	:

Courtesy	:

Courtesy	:
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House Performances
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FIELD TRIPS
& EXCURSIONS

PRE-PRIMARY

FIELD TRIPTO ZOO
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FIELD TRIP TO 

AQUARIUM
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FIELD TRIP TO KANKARIA
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FIELD TRIP TO 

FLOWER SHOW

PRIMARY
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FIELD TRIP TO 

ORGANIC FARM

FIELD TRIP TO 

DANDI KUTIR
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SECONDARY AND HIGHER SECONDARY

FIELD TRIP TO 

INDUSIND 

BANK

FIELD TRIP TO 

ORGANIC FARM
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FIELD TRIP TO EDII, 

ASTROMELA

NIGHT CAMPING 

ADVENTURE
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FIELD	TRIP	TO	NADIAD
PLANETARIUM	&	COSMO	GALLERY
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FIELD	TRIP	TO	AMUL	DAIRY,	GANDHINAGAR FIELD	TRIP	TO	GUJARAT	NATIONAL	LAW	
UNIVERSITY

EXCURSION	TO	RAJASTHAN
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EXCURSION	TO	GOA
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PICNIC	OF	PRE	PRIMARY	TO	ANMOL	CLUB
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ANAND NIKETAN MANINAGAR TEAM
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ANAND NIKETAN MANINAGAR
IMPRESSIONS

www.anandniketanmaninagar.org

CAMPUS:	
Hathijan, 

Opp.Bhaktidham 
Temple, 

Jashodanagar-
Highway, 

Ahmedabad. 
M.9924052800

PRE-K CENTER: 
76/1, Jagabhai Park, 

Maninagar, 
Ahmedabad. 

M:	9662115555	

PRE-K	CENTER:	
Gaurangnivas 

Bunglow, 
Ramannagar, 

Nr.Old Aaradhana 
School, 

Maninagar. 
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